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Abstract 

This thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter ! contains the preliminaries: the 

background, notation and results needed for this work. 

egTYY 

‘ dense in the Hardy space H‘'(G) or the Bergman space Li (G), where G is a bounded 

domain and t € [t, oo). Characterizations of special domains are also given. 

In Chapter 3 we generalize the definition of a Carleson measure to an arbitrary 

simply connected domain. Let G be a bounded simply connected domain with 

harmonic measure w. We say a positive measure 7 on G is a Carleson measure it 

there exists a positive constant c such that for each ¢ € {1,00} and each polynomial 

p we have 

  Pliny <€ ||pilreny- 

We characterize all Carleson measures on a normal domain-definition: a domain G 

where P is dense in H1(G@). It turns out that P is dense in H*(G) for all t when G 

is normal. 

In Chapter 4 we describe some special simply connected domains and describe 

how they are related to each other via various types of polynomial approximation.



In Chapter 5 we study the various equivalence classes of subnormal operators 

under the relations of unitary equivalence, similarity and quasisimilarity under the 

assumption that G is a normal domain. 

In Chapter 6 we characterize the Carleson measures on a finitely connected 

domain. We are able to push our techniques in the latter setting to characterize 

those subnormal operators similar to the shift on the closure of R(’) in L*(a) when 

R(K) is a hypodirichlet algebra. 

In Chapter 7 we illustrate our results by looking at their implications when G' is 

a crescent. Several intersting function theory problems are studied. 

In Chapter 8 we study arclength and harmonic measures. Let G be a Dirichlet 

domain with a countable number of boundary components. Let w be the harmonic 

measure of G. We show that if J is a rectifiable curve and EF C OGM J is a subset 

with w(E£) > 0, then EF has positive length.
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Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

Throughout this thesis we let » be a finite positive measure with compact support 

in the complex plane C; we let P denote the set of polynomials and if 1 <t < ce 

we let P*(u) be the closure of P in L(y). If K is a compact subset, we let R(X) 

be the uniform closure of rational functions with poles off A. Let R'(K, 4) be the 

closure of R(K) in L'(). 

Analytic Bounded Point Evaluations 

A point w in C is a bounded point evaluation (bpe) for P‘{) if there exists a 

constant c > 0 such that 

Ip(w)| < ellpl], peP. 

In this case it is clear that p -+ p(w) extends to a bounded linear functional on 

P'(u). By the Riesz Representation Theorem there exists a k,, in L7() such that 

p(w) = J Pkwdu, 

Let f(w) = f fkydu. A point w is called an analytic bounded point evaluation 

(abpe) if there exists a neighborhood G of w such that each point in G is a bpe and 

f is analytic in G for each f € P*(w),



For a bounded domain G@ let H®(G) be the Banach space of bounded analytic 

functions on G' endowed with the supremum norm. 

Recently James E. Thomson proved the following remarkable theorem: 

Theorem 1.1 (James E. Thomson) Let p be a finite measure with compact sup- 

port and let t € [1,00). There exists a Borel partition {A;}>° of the support of u 

such that 

P'(p) = L'(ulAo) ® @ Puls 
1 

and for each i > 1, the space P'(u|A;) contains no nontrivial characteristic func- 

tions. Ifi > 1 and W; is the set of abpe’s for P*(u|A;), then W; is a simply connected 

domain and A; C W;. Moreover, fort > 1, the evaluation map E: f > f is one-to- 

one on P*(yu;). Finally, fori > 1, the Banach algebras P'(;)AL™(p;) and H(W;) 

are algebraically and isometrically isomorphic and weak-star homeomorphic via E. 

The space P*(j) is called pure if Ap = $, where Ao is the set referred to in the 

last theorem. 

Lemma 1.1 Let G = abpeP'(u). If P'(y) is pure, then A(G) C P*(p). 

Remark: R. Olin and L. Yang first showed A(G) = C(supp(y)) NM P?(2), see [47]. 

For t € [1,00), Thomson had a proof for the last lemma which is essentially the 

same as Lemma 5.5 of [64]. The author extended this result to the rational case 

later [54]. 

Harmonic Measures



A domain G is called a Dirichlet domain if the Dirichlet problem is solvable for 

every real-valued continuous function on its boundary. 0G. Let G be a Dirichlet 

domain. Let C(0G) be the Banach space of continuous functions on OG. If Gis a 

Dirichlet domain and if u € C(0G), let w be the unique function that is continuous 

on G and harmonic in G. Fix a point a € G and observe the mapping u > @(a) 

defines a positive functional on C'(0G) with norm one. An application of the Riesz 

representation theorem shows there is a unique positive measure w, on OG so that 

~ ‘ _ Nyy i(a) = I. fidw,, ue C(dG). 

The measure w, is called the harmonic measure of G evaluated at @ (consult [17, 24] 

or [67]). A simple application of Harnack’s inequality shows that the harmonic 

measures of two points of G are boundedly equivalent. If G has smooth boundary 

(when G is simply connected, OG being smooth means that the derivative of a 

conformal map of D to G has a continuous extension to OD), then it is well-known 

that its harmonic measure and arclength measure on 0G are boundedly equivalent. 

When G is a simply connected domain, then w, = moy™'!, where y is the unique 

conformal map of D onto G (here, we use y to denote its boundary value on 0D 

too). 

If K is a compact subset with connected interior, then the harmonic measure of 

K is defined to be the harmonic measure of its interior. 

Nicely Connected Domains 

Following Glicksburg ({[29]), we call a simply connected domain nicely connected 

if the conformal map ¢ of the unit disc D onto G is univalent almost everywhere 

with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure, m, on the unit circle. In this



case, there is a Bore] subset £ of OD with m(£) = 1 such that the conformal map 

performs a one-to-one correspondence between the Borel subsets of F and y(E). 

Let &K be a compact subset of C. A uniform algebra A C C(f) is called a 

Dirichlet algebra if {Re(f): f € A} is uniformly dense in C(4’). The algebra A is a 

hypodirichlet algebra if the uniform closure of the space {Re(r) : r € A} has finite 

codimension in C(O’) and the linear span of {log|f| : f, f7' © A} is dense in 

Cr(K). In Chapter 4 we will describe the similarity class of the shift on the R?(c), 

where o is harmonic measure of K. 

Let A(G) = {f : f € C(G) and f is analytic on G}. The following theorem, 

which can be found in [20], characterizes nicely connected domains and will be used 

repeatedly in this thesis. 

Theorem 1.2 (Davie; Gamelin-Garnett) Let G be a simply connected domain 

in the compler plane. The following are equivalent: 

1) Every bounded analytic function on G is the pointwise limit on G of a bounded 

sequence in A(G). 

2) G is a nicely connected domain. 

3) A(G) is a Dirichlet algebra on OG. 

The following lemma is also used many times in this thesis 

Lemma 1.2 /[f G is a nicely connected domain, then for each f € L'(w) 

| fete, = | fovdm



and for each g € L'(m) 

Js cudw, = J gam. 

Here, m is normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle, yo is the unique conformal 
‘ 

map of D onto G with ¢(0) =a such thatw, = mo yt and p=yr?. 

Hardy Spaces H'(G) 

Let G be a bounded domain and let ¢ € [1, 00). The Hardy space H'(G) is defined 

to be the set of all analytic functions f such that |f|' has a harmonic majorant on 

G. The norm of a function f in the Hardy space H‘(G) can be defined as follows: 

Fix a point zo in G. Then the norm |] f|| = u(zo)!/". for f € AG). where wu is 

the least harmonic majorant of | f|' (see [22]). Under this norm, H‘(G) is a Banach 

space. Harnack’s ineqnality guarantees that the norms of H‘(G) induced by two 

points of G are equivalent. When t = oo, the space H™®(G) is the Banach space of 

bounded analytic functions on G equipped with the supremum norm. 

In the case that G is a nicely connected domain. we can embed H‘(G) in L‘{w). 

In fact, from the discussing earlier, there is a conformal map y of D onto G that 

effects a point isomorphism between the measure spaces (0D,m) and (0G,w). Let 

f be the boundary value function of f € H‘(D). Now fix h € HG). It also 

has boundary value, h, where h = (how) ob. This mapping, h — h, defines an 

isometric isomorphism of H'(C) onto its image in L'(w). In this thesis we shall not ( 

distinguish between h € H'(G) and h € L*(w). 

The Sweep of a Measure 

Let U’ be a bounded Dirichlet domain and p be a finite positive measure on G. 

Let C(0G) denote the set of continuous functions on 0G. For u € C(dG), let u be 

wr
t



the unique function that is continuous on G and harmonic in G ([17, 24] or [67]). 

Then u — feud defines a positive functional on C(O0G) with norm one. So using 

the Riesz representation theorem. there is a unique positive measure yf so that 

[ dp =| udji. we ClOG). 
1 oC Jr 

The measure jf is called the sweep of p. 

Theorem 1.3 /f u is a measure on G, then 

ji = pldG + p|G. 

Subnormal Operators 

Let H bea Hilbert space. An operator N is normal if NN* = V*N. An operator 

5 on H is said to be a subnormal operators it there exists a Hilbert space A that 

contains H and there exists a normal operator N such that NH C H and S is 

the restriction of N to H. A vector v € H is called a cyclic vector for S if the 

set {p(S)v : p € P} is dense in H; the vector v is called a rationally cyclic vector, 

if {r(S)v : r € R(a(S))} is dense in H. The operator S is called cyclic if S has 

a cyclic vector; and the operator S is called rationally cyclic if it has a rationally 

cyclic vector. 

The symbol 5), always stand for the operator induced by the multiplication by 

zon P?(z); that is, S,f = -f for all f € P?({yu); and R, stands for the operator 

induced by the multiplication by z on R?(K,). Here K is a compact set containing 

the support of the measure p. 

Theorem 1.4 (Bram and S. Singer) /) A subnormal operator is cyclic if and



only if there exists a positive finite measure pp with compact support such that S is 

unitarily equivalent to S',. 

2} A subnormal operator is rationally cyelic if and only if there exists a positive 

finite measure yp uith compact support such that S is unitarily equivalent to R,.



Chapter 2 

Density of Polynomials 

Let X be a Banach space of analytic functions on some bounded domain G C C 

such that P C X. A natural question is to inquire if 

P is dense in X? (1.4) 

We could also ask if 

p
a
 

tr
e 

—
 P is weak-star dense in (1. 

when X is the dual of another Banach space. 

We first address question (1.1) for the case that X is equal to H‘(G). Theorem 

2.1 gives several equivalent conditions for (1.1) to hold in this case. A consequence 

of this result is a characterization of those analytic Toeplitz operators, Ty, on H*(D) 

that have 1 as a cyclic vector. In the study of question (1.2) where X = H™(G), we 

obtain a characterization of a perfectly connected domain in terms of if its Riemann 

map can be approximated by polynomials (a domain is perfectly connected if its the 

image of a weak-star generator of H®(D)). 

During this course of investigation, we also obtain a new characterization of a



Carathéodory domain - Defiuition: a domain that is a component of the interior 

of the polynomially convex hull of its closure. We then turn our study to question 

(1.1) where X = L(G), the Bergman space consisting of all analytic funstions f 

such that f., |f|dA < oohere A denotes area measure on G. A generalization of 

Farrell’s theorem [23] is given: We show P is dense in £°(G) for all t > 1 when G is 

perfectly connected. (The case t = 2 was done by P. Bourdon [9] using a different 

method.) Another consequence arising from our study is a characterization of those 

analytic Toeplitz oeprators, T;, on H*(D) that have 1 as a cyclic vector. 

2.1 Density of Polynomials in Hardy Spaces 

When G is a simply connected domain, then the harmonic measure on G' evaluated 

a A, denoted w,, is equal to mo 27', where y is the conformal map of D onto G 

mapping 0 to a, consult [!7]. 

For a given domain G, a point a € OG is called removable for H'(G) if each 

f € H'(G) can extended analyticly to a neighborhood of a. S. Axler showed that 

each isolated boundary point is removable for H‘(G). 

The next theorem is our main result concerning the density of polynomials in 

Hardy spaces in this chapter. 

Theorem 2.1 Lett € [1,00) and let G be a bounded domain with harmonic measure 

w such that no point of OG is removable for H'(G). The following are equivalent: 

1) P is dense in H'(G). 

2) abpeP'(w) = G. 

3) G is a nicely connected domain and if ib is a Riemann map of G onto D, then 

its boundary value function on OG belongs to P*(w).



4) G is simply connected and if tb is a Riemann map of G onto D, then w can be 

approzimated in H'(G) by polynomials. 

Proof. 1) = > 2): Suppose that P is dense in H'(G). For each a € G. it follows 

that by the definition of harmonic measure 

pla) = Je dwy, peP. 

By Hélder’s inequality, we see a € bpeP*(w) and so G C bpeP*(w). Now using 

Harnack’s inequality we can easily show that every bpe is an abpe, hence, G C 

abpe P'(w). 

On the other hand, if hk € H'(G), by our hypothesis there exists a sequence of 

polynomials {g,} such that g, > hk in H‘(G). So {qn} is a Cauchy sequence in 

H'(G). But, if we let ln! denote the harmonic extension of |q,|' on G and we 

choose the evaluated point of the harmonic measure of G properly, we have 

{f lal do}? = (Cf lanl aoyt 
= ll Qn || recy: 

This implies that {q,} is a Cauchy sequence in P‘(w}: and hence {q,} uniformly 

converges to an analytic function g on compact subsets of abpe P’(w) (see [17, p.171]). 

But g clearly is an extension of h. So it follows by our hypothesis that abpe P'(w) C 

G. Hence abpeP'(w) = G. 

2) => 3): Assume that abpeP'(w) = G. Let w be a Riemann map of G 

onto D and let y be the inverse of ~. Without loss of generality we may assume 

that w = moy!. By Thomson’s theorem [64], there exists a unique function 

LO



f € P'(w)N E(w) such that 

Choose a sequence {p,} C F such that 

[Ibe — flidw — 0. 

Then 

J pn oy—fog|'dm— 0. 

Thus, foy € P'(m). Since p, — 7 pointwise on G, it follows that p, og — 2 

(here, we regard y and z as functions in P*’(m). Also note that abpeP'(m) = D) 

pointwise on D. This implies that p, oy -— z in P'(m). Hence foy = z in P*(m). 

This clearly implies that y~ is one-to-one a.e. [m]. Hence G is nicely connected. 

Apparently, 

f=g l=, ae. [wu] on OG. 

Hence 7 € P*(w). 

3) = > 1): Assume that G is a nicely connected domain and assume that 

p € P*(w). Clearly 

Pow={pov:pEeP}C Pw). 

Let ~ be the inverse function of vy. Since ho y € H'(D) for each h € H'(G), there 

ll



is a sequence of polynomials {p,,} such that 

/ Jno y —p,l’ dm > 9. 

So for such a function h we see 

/ lnopou—p,op|’ de -+ 0. 

is means , the boundary value function of f. is in the closure L This means that, A, the boundary value function of | u the closure of Poy 

Thus, 

HG) C P*(w). 

On the other hand, clearly P‘(w) C H*(G); and so P'(w) = H*(G). Now if 

h € H'(G), then there is a sequence of polynomials {g,,} such that 

fie —qn|' dw 0. 

If we choose the evaluated point of the harmonic measure of G properly, then 

17 L 

(/ Ja — qn!" dus} = || — dn|lHt(G)- 

It follows that A can be approximated by polynomials in H'(G). Since A is arbitrary, 

we conclude that P is dense in H‘(G). 

1) => 4): This is obvious. 

4) => 3): Suppose that a Riemann map ~ can be approximated by a sequence 

12



of polynomials {¢,} in H'(G@). That is. suppose 

Jie —gqn\* dw — 0. 

Therefore. 

Jr —q,ogy|' dm — 0. 

By passing to a subsequence if necessary, this implies that qn o ¢(z) — z almost 

everywhere on OD with respect to m. from which it follows clearly that y is univalent 

almost everywhere on OD. Hence G is nicely connected. 

Now we can define w:, the boundary function of v on OG, in L'(w); and clearly 

i) is approximable by polynomials in P*(w). The proof of the theorem is compieted. 

0 

2.2 Analytic Toeplitz Operators 

Let f € L®(m) and let Q be the orthogonal projection of L*(m) onto P?(m). Recall 

that a Toeplitz operator T; with symbol f is defined by T;(2) = Q(fh) for each 

he P*(m). If f € P®(m), then T; is called an analytic Toeplitz operator. Ronald 

Douglas’s book [21] is an excellent reference for the Toeplitz operators. 

The problem of when an analytic Toeplitz operator is cyclic or has the function 

1 as a cyclic vector has been studied by a number of authors. Recently it has been 

shown [4] that there is a cyclic analvtic Toeplitz operator T; such that 1 is not a 

cyclic vector for Ty. 

The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 2.2 Let g € P™{m). An analytic Toeplitz operator T, has 1 as a cyclic 

13



vector if and only if g is conformal on D and the inverse of g can be approximated 

by polynomials in H*(g(D)). where g(D) is the image of D under g. 

Proof. First, it is well-known that f € H?(D) for every f € P?(m). Suppose that 9 

is conformal and g~! can be approximated by polynomials in H*(g(D)). We define 

an operator U from H?(9(D)) to H?(D) by 

U(fisfog, f € H*(g(D)). 

We can choose a proper norm on H*(g(D)) so that for each f € H*(g(D)) 

If 42(3(D)) _ (A laz2 (a) 

= ||f°gllx#2(p) 

= {[|fogram}}. 

where fog is the boundary value of fog on OD. This says that U is an isom- 

etry. Clearly H°(D) is contained in the range of U. Hence, U is an isometrical 

isomorphism. Moreover, for each f € H?(g(D)) 

UM.(f) = C&S) 

where M; is the operator induced by the multiplication by g on H?(D). Hence, M, 

and M,; are unitarily equivalent. It is easy to see that \/; can be identified with 

T : 7) it follows that M, and 7, are unitarily equivalent. Using our hypothesis and 

l4



Theorem 2.1, we see that P is dense in H*(g(D)). It follows that 1 is a cyclic vector 

of M,. Consequently, | is a cyclic vector of Ty. 

Conversely, assume that | is a cyclic vector of T,. Choose a sequence {p,} CP 

such that p,(T,)1 — z in P*(m). That implies that patg) > z in H?(D). In 

particular, we see that p,,{g) — z pointwise on D. Hence, g must be univalent on 

D. As before, we have that !M, and T, are unitarily equivalent. The rest of the 

proof can be done by reversing the steps in the previous argument. 

O 

2.3 On perfectly connected domains and 

Carathéodory domains 

The weak-star topology of H™(D) can be defined as follows: The map f > f from 

H@™(D) to P®(m) is an isometrical isomorphism. Since P®(m) is the dual space 

of L'(m)/P®(m)~, we have a weak-star topology on H°(D) that is induced from 

P®(m) via the isometrical isomorphism. A sequence {/,} in H®(D) converges to 

a function f nm H°(D) if and only it is uniformly beunded and converges to f 

pointwisely on D [58, Lemma 1]. For a simply connected domain G, a conformal 

map of D onto G induces an isometrical isomorphism from H@(G) onto H®(D) in 

the obvious way. Thus the weak-star topology on H®™(G) is defined to be the one 

induced from H®(D) by that map. Therefore, a sequence in H°(G) is a weak-star 

Cauchy sequence if and only if it is uniformly bounded on G and a Cauchy sequence 

in the topology of pointwise convergence’. 

We begin our study of problem 1.2. if the polynomials are weak-star dense, with 
  

1 Actually, it is well-known that the predual of P®(m) is unique [6, Ando]. Using Lemma 5.7 
of [64] we see that the predual of H°°(G) is unique too. Therefore, the weak-star topology on 

H°°(G) is uniquely defined. 

15



the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1 For a bounded simply connected domain G, P is weak-star dense in plLy , 

H™(G) if and only if G is a perfectly connected domain. 

Proof. The proof of necessity. Suppose that P is weak-star dense in H™®(G). Then 

P ov is weak-star dense in H™*(D), where y is a conformal map of D onto G. It 

follows by definition that ¢ is a weak-star generator; hence, G is perfectly connected. 

The proof of sufficiency is also straightforward. In fact, if G = g(D) for some 

weak-star generator, g, then {pog : p € P} is weak-star dense in H*(D) and 

therefore, P is weak-star dense in {fog7': f € H@(D)} = H™(G). (D. Sarason 

shows [57] that g is 1-1 a.e. [m] if g is a weak-star generator. So g7! does exists.) 

0 

Theorem 2.3 A bounded simply connected domain G is perfectly connected if and 

only if the Riemann map of G onto D can be weak-star approzrimated by polynomials 

in H°(G), 

Proof. Suppose a Riemann map, w, of G can be weak-star approximated by poly- 

nomials in H*(D). Let y be the inverse of a Riemann map of G. Without loos of 

generality, we may assume that w = mog7!. Choose a net of polynomials {pg } 

in H°(G) such that {p, oy} weak-star converges to z. We show z belongs to the 

closure of {poy: p € P} in P*{m). In fact, since a convex set is norm closed if 

and only if it is weakly closed. Since p, belongs to the weak closure, it belongs the 

weak-star closure. Hence the conclusion follows. 

Now we want to show that G is a nicely connected domain. Let {g,} be a 

sequence of polynomials such that {q, oy} converges to z in P?(m). By passing 

16



to a subsequence if necessary, we have that qn oy — z almost everywhere on OD; 

this clearly implies that ¢ is univalent almost everywhere on the unit circle. Hence, 

G is nicely connected. Now every f € H™(G) has a well-defined boundary value 

function f. It follows by our hypothesis that 

Let f € H(G) (we also use f to denote its boundary value function). Since foy € 

H@™(D), there exists a sequence of polynomials {q, } such that {g¢,} converges weak- 

star to foy in L™(m). This, in turn, is equivalent to saying that {qn ot} converges 

weak-star to f in L*°(w). Since q,, ow is in P®(w) for all n, it follows that f € P™(w). 

Hence H*(G) C P™(w). Obviously P*(w) C H*(G), so P*(w) = H™(G). Hence 

P is weak-star dense in H°(G). By Lemma 2.1, we see that G is perfectly connected. 

0 

For a compact subset A of the complex plane, the outer boundary of the set K 

is defined to be the boundary of the unbounded component of its complement. 

A domain G in the plane is called a Carathéodory domain if its boundary is 

equal to the outer boundary of its closure. The interior of the polynomially convex 

hull of G is known as the Carathéodory hull of G; and we denote it by G*. A domain 

G is a Carathéodory domain if and only if it is equal to a component of G™. 

In 1934, O. J. Farrell showed [23] that a domain G is a Carathéodory domain 

if and only if each bounded analytic function on G is the pointwise limit on G of a 

bounded sequence of polynomials in H™(G'). Nearly three decades later, Rubel and 

Shield extended this result to an arbitrary bounded open set in the plane [56]. 

The following theorem gives a new characterization of a Carathéodory domain. 

ly



Theorem 2.4 A simply connected domain G is a Carathéodory domain if and only 

if a Riemann map of G onto PD is the pointwise limit on G of a bounded sequence 

of polynomials in H™(G). 

Proof. Let vu be a Riemann map of G onto D and assume that w is the harmonic 

measure evaluated at w7'({0}). Suppose that w is the pointwise limit of a bounded 

sequence of polynomials {q,}. By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we have 

P*(w) = H?(G). 

So for f € H*(G), there exists a sequence of polynomials {p,,} such that {p, ow} 

converges weak-star to f (since, every function in H®(D) is the pointwise limit on 

D of a bounded sequence of polynomials). Set 

Ph = Dna 0 Qn- 

We want to show: 

{rn} is bounded and {r,} converges to f pointwise. 

The former is clear. For the proof of the latter, let zo € G and let 6 > 0. Since {q,} 

is uniformly convergent to « on every compact subset of G. it follows that there is 

an integer No and c > 0 so that when n > No, 

lan(z) — &(z)| < 6/3 for |z— 2) <e. 

Note, {p,} is a normal family; thus, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, {p, } is equicon- 

—
 

G
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tinuous. We can find 0 < d < 6/2 such that for each n 

Pr(w) — pa(w)! < 6/3 whenever ju —w| < d. 

Since {p,} uniformly converges to fo y(w) on compact subset of D, there is an 

integer N, so that when n > Ny 

IPn(w) — fov(w)]< 6/3 on {w: |w—e(zo)| < df, 

where y is the inverse function of w. Set WM = mazr{No,.\,}. Then 

[Pn © In(20) — f(20)| < [Pn © dn(Z0) — Pn 0 (20)| + [Px 0 (20) — f(<o)| 

S [Pn dn(20) — fo v(20)] + LF ov (20) — Pn(v(20))| 

+ [Pn 0 (20) — f(zZ0)| 

< 6/3+6/34+ 6/3 

= 9° when n> J. 

Thus, {rn} converges to f at every point of G. Since {r,} C P and since it is 

uniformly bounded on G, by passing a subsequence if necessary, we see that {r,} 

pointwise converges to a bounded function that is analytic on G*, the Carathéodory 

hull of G. This function clearly is the analvtic extension of f on G*. Since f is an 

arbitrary element in H®(G), it follows that G must be equal to a component of G*. 

Hence, G is a Carathéodory domain. 

The converse can be proved by using an argument of Farrell in [23] and a result 

of Carathéodory. In fact, let K be the polynomially convex bull of G. Then there 
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is a sequence of Jordon domains {G,} such that for each natural number n 

GC Grii C Gy, and (\G,, = K. 

Fix a point a € G. For each n. let , be the Riemann map of G onto LD such 

w,(a) = 0 and w, (a) > 0. Since OG = OK, the sequence {G,} converges to G 

in the Carathéodory sense and {w,} uniformly converges to a Riemann map of 

G on compact subsets of G?. Since each , can be uniformly approximated by 

polynomials on G, (by Runge’s theorem), the conclusion clearly follows. 

OD 

2.4 Density of Polynomials in Bergman Spaces 

For a bounded domain G and a numbert with 1 < t < oo, the Bergman space L*(G) 

is the Banach space of all analytic functions f on G such that 

jue dA < ©, 

where A is area measure on G. Over many years, the problem of deciding when P is 

dense in L'(G) has attracted considerable interest (see [23], [40], [41]. [42], [10], [62], 

[63] and [9]). In 1934 Farrell and Markusevic proved that P is dense in L'(G) if G is 

a Carathéodory domain. Is this result also valid for a perfectly connected domain? 

(Note, a Carathéodory domain is clearly perfectly connected.) Using Hilbert space 

method, P. S. Bourdon showed in [9, 1987] that the answer is ’yes’ when t = 2. We 
  

*See (12, p.76]. In Farrell’s original paper (23, p.708], it is not clear whether his proof works 
or not for a domain G with G™ having has more than one component, a fact pointed out in both 

[56] and [25]. When G* has just one component, the proof of this fact is an application of Runge’s 

theorem and an elementary fact about conformal maps [56, p.148] and (25, p.152]. If G* has more 
than one component, the proof is not obvious. Fortunately, the argument can be carried over in 

general. The interested reader should consult [18, p.71]. 
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now show that P is dense in the Bergman space L'(G') for each t € [1l,0o) if G is 

perfectly connected. 

Theorem 2.5 [fG be perfectly connected, then P'(A) = L'(G) for allt > 1. 

For the proof of this theorem, we need some lemmas. 

The next lemma is elementary. 

Lemma 2.2 Let uw be a finite positive measure. then P*(pu) C P'(p) for all t € 

[1, co). 

Lemma 2.3 If G is perfectly connected, then P is dense in H'(G) for each t > | 

Proof. Fix a number t € |[!,00). Suppose that G is perfectly connected and let ~ 

be the harmonic measure of G. Applying Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we have 

H°(G) = P@(w) 

MO 2 € 

In S 9 

This clearly implies that P is dense in H'(G) (since, H°(G) is dense in H‘(G)). 

O 

The proof of Theorem 2.5: Suppose that G is perfectly connected. First we want 
  

to show 

H™(G) = P®(A) (*) 
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Fix a number t with 1 < t < co. We can find a positive measure yp with the property 

that [u] = [A] such that (see [64], or [37]) 

P®(A) = P'(w) L(y). 

Let W = abpeP'(z). It follows from Thomson’s theorem that 

P®(A) = P*(p) NL? (pn) = H™?(W). 

Let fi be the sweep of pu (see [18, p.201]). Since p|OG = 0. it follows that f’ < w. 

This implies that 

P*(w) CP? (pf). 

Also, using the maximum principle for harmonic functions. we have 

Jiplidu < | Iplda, pe. 

This implies that P'(j:) can be regarded as a subspace of P'{y). Now it follows that 

H™(G) = P®(w) 

Cc P@ (it) 

C PMA) L? (ft) 

C Pip) OL? (pn) 

Ye 

= H™(W) 
= P(A). 

bo
 

l
o



Obviously, H°(G) D P®(A). Hence H™(G) = P®(A). Using Lemma 2.4, we have 

P(A) C PA) C LUG). 

H™(G) C P*(A) CLE(G). 

Now the density of the polynomials in £'(G) follows from Hedberg’s theorem, which 

says that H°°(G’) is dense in L‘'(G) for all ¢ > 1 (see [7] for a proof). 

The case that t = oo is just (*). So we are done. 
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Chapter 3 

Carleson Measure and 

Polynomial Approximation 

Let G be a simply connected domain with harmonic measure w. We call a positive 

oo ; ; Lo | 
measure T on G a Carleson measure if there is a positive constant c such that for 

each t € [1, 00) and all p € P we have 

Ipllzer) Sc [Iplizew) 

A well-known theorem of L. Carleson [28, p.238] says that a measure 7 on the unit 

disc D is a Carleson measure if and only if there exists a constant A > 0 such that 

T(Cy) < Ah, 

for each Carleson square 

Cy={za=re":1l—h<r <lytp <t< ty +A}.



Now the question is: 

What are the Carleson measures on G? 

The purpose of this chapter is to answer this question. Using Theorem 2.1, we 

prove our main result in this section; it describes all Carleson measures on a normal 

domain and offers a characterization of such a domain via the Carleson measures 

on it. In particular, we show the density property of P in H’(G) is independent 

of t. As a corollary, we obtain that abpeP*(w) is the same for each t € [1, co) if 

G is a crescent (A simply connected domain is called a crescent if its enclosed by 

two Jordon curves.) This result was proved by J. Akeroyd recently for a large class 

of crescents [3]. The author has been informed that J. Thomson has shown this is 

not the case for a general measure [65]; i.e., the set abpe P’(w) does change with the 

index ¢. 

We conclude this chapter by describing the inclusion relationships among the 

types of simply connected domains we have discussed in this thesis. 

3.1 The Main Result 

Lemma 3.1 Let G be a simply connected domain with harmonic measure w and let 

y be a conformal map of D onto G. Suppose T is a positive measure on G. If roy 

is a Carleson measure on D, then r is a Carleson measure on G. 

Proof. Suppose that 7 oy is a C'arleson measure on 2). There is a constant c > 0 

such that for all t € [1, co) 

llallze(roey S € |lg|lzm), 9 € P.



Fix a polynomial qg. Since gop € H™(D),. it follows by a classical result that goy 

is a pointwise limit on D of a bounded sequence in FP. By the Lebesgue dominated 

convergence theorem we see that go y can be approximated by polynomials in 

r 
on L'(r oy). Using the inequality above, we have for each ¢ € [1, 00) 

  

lainey = (lao vllze(rey) 

Nod 
< c qo Pll nem): 

By definition, w = mo &! for some conformal map a of D onto G. Since any two 

harmonic measures of a domain are boundedly equivalent. it follows that if we let 

m, = mo(¢7!oa) (for a subset B C OG. m,(B) = m(Zia(B)))), then there exists 

a constant c, such that 

lg °Pllemy = I]go4o(A* oF) Meee 

= ll¢ Ql LQ) 

< Cj llg 0 &|| Lt (m) 

= Cc lei ee(w)- 

Thus, we conclude 

alleen < cer [lallzwy- 

Since q is arbitrary in P, it follows by Carleson’s theorem that 7 is a Carleson 

measure. 

0 

Theorem 3.1 Let G be a simply connected domain with harmonic measure w. The 
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following are equivalent: 

1) Every Carleson measure 7 on G has the form7r = 1007! for a Carleson measure 

n on D and a conformal map « of D onto G. 

2) P is dense in H'(G) for all t € [1, 00). 

3) G is a normal domain. 

Remark: Another characterization of Carleson measures on a normal domain G 

can be found in Chapter 4: there, we characterize all subnormal operators that are 

similar to S., in terms of Carleson measures on G. 

Proof. 1) => 2). Let w denote the harmonic measure of G. For a fixed ¢, we know, 

by Theorem 2.1, that P is dense in H'(G) if and only if abpeP’(w) = G. Assume 

that P is not dense in H'(G) for some 1 < t < 00, then 

G # abpeP*(w). 

Set 

W = abpeP*(w). 

Using the fact that each w, is a representing measure at a for the function algebra 

A(G) and using Harnack’s inequality, one can easily show that 

GCW and IW COG. 

It follows that 

OGNW £9. 
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Therefore, there exists a point  € OGNW and an open disc V C W so that 2 € V. 

Let + be a diameter of V that is not contained in JG. Then y separates V into 

two disjoint open semi-discs. Obviously. at least one of such semi-dises has non- 

empty intersection with OG because of the simply connectivity of G. Let us denote 

this open semi-disc by Vt and set 

E=0V*UO0G. 

Since OG is connected, it follows clearly that E is a connected compact subset; and 

hence V* — E is open. Let 

Vt—~F=V,UWU...UM....... 

where each V,, is a component of V+ — E. Fix a number n. Now we claim: 

0(OV, NAV*) £0. 

To prove the claim, it is sufficient to show 

a,(0V,NOVt)#0 forsome aEVY 

by the maximum principle of harmonic functions, where o, is the harmonic measure 

of V,, evaluated at a. Set 

F=dVv,nevr. 

le
 

o4
)



Remembering that G is simply connected, we see that 

neither Ff =@ nor F = OV,. 

Moreover, not every component of F contains just a single point; otherwise, since 

OV, = FU(OGNV*), 

we get that OV, C OG: this is impossible. Hence, F’ must contain an open arc of OVT. 

Since V* is a Dirichlet domain, there there a non-zero function that is harmonic in 

V* and has zero boundary value on OVt — F. If we denote this function by A, then 

for every a € V, 

h(a) = fh ddq. 

But, by Harnack’s inequality the restriction of h to V, is not identically zero; so we 

conclude 

a,(OV,OVt) #0 forsome ae V,. 

This proves the claim. 

Let y» be a conformal map of D onto G. For the sake of convenience, we also use 

y to denote its boundary on 0D. Fix a natural number n and set 

B= '(0V,NAVT). 

Clearly



where A is the harmonic measure of y~'(V,). So there exists least a point 6 € B such 

that bis an accessible point of the domain y7'(Vj,). That is, there exists a Jordon 

arc whose endpoints are b and another point in y7'(V,,). For a natural number &, 

let Jj, be the the closed arc on OD that is centered at b and has the length |Ji| = ¢, 

and let Cy be the Carleson square such that 

ON0D = I. 

Since 0} is an accessible boundary point, for each & 

CyNe(V,) #4. 

Now let z, € Cy Ny '(V,) and set 

20 

y= So rb zqs 

1 

where 

l | 

Te Ve +t 

and 

1 ifz,EA 

0 otherwise. 6.,(A) = 

Clearly 7 is a positive finite measure on D. Moreover, 

oo 

7 ( Ck ) = Lim Oem ( Ck ) 
1 ma 

oO 

2 Lin § 2pm (Cy) 

k MoKA 
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- Jima. 

This shows that 7 is not a Carleson measure on D. 

On the other hand, let us consider the measure tT = noy7'. By our construction 

of r, we see that the support of 7 is contained in the closed dise V (this is a compact 

subset of abpeP'(w)). So it follows that there is a constant c > 0 such that for all 

zEV 

pa se{f lide}, pe. 

Consequently, we obtain 

(| Ipltar}t < (7(V)) Ff pide}. pe. 

The last inequality implies that 7 is a Carleson measure on G. It is clear from our 

1 * * t _ fey, ~ 

construction that 7 is not of the form 7 oa~* where 7 is a Carleson measure on D 

. : ' _ 
and @ is a conformal map of D onto G. [Otherwise, 7 = 70y = 7 0(a7' og) would 

be a Carleson measure on D, a contradiction.] 

2) ==> 3) is obvious. 

3) == 1) Suppose that G is a normal domain. Let 7 be a Carleson measure on 

G. So there is c > 0 such that 

Pllc) Sc Pilz (w): peP. 
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Let y be the conformal map of D onto G such that w = moy, where we still use y 

to denote the boundary value of ¢ on OD. Let y be the inverse function of y. By 

hypothesis. P is dense in H'(G), it follows by Theorem 2.1 that 7 has a boundary 

value on 0G that is 1-1] and equal to ~~! almost everywhere with respect to w and 

wb € Pl(w). Fix a polynomial p € P. So pow can be approximated by polynomials 

in P'(w). It follows from the last inequality that 

Pllar(royy = ||P ° Pilar 
IA
 

  

  c po P|) 

= ¢|[pllz+on)- 

Using Carleson’s theorem [28, p.63, p238], we conclude that roy is a 

Carleson measure on D. 

Corollary 3.1 Let G be a normal domain. A positive meusure on G is a Carleson 

measure if and only if there is c > 0 such that for some 1 <t < co 

Pile) Se |[pllzuy, pe P. 

Proof. Let r be a positive measure on G. Suppose that there exist a constant c > 0 

such that for some t € [l.co) 

lIpileery Se [[plluuy, PE P. 

By Theorem 3.1 and our hypothesis that G is normal. we see that P is dense in 

H*'(G). As in the last paragraph above, if we let » be the conformal map such that 
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w=moy, then there exists c > 0 so that for each p € P 

ipllue¢rewy S € (|[pliceony- 

Hence, roy is a Carleson measure on D. Now the conclusion follows from Theorem 

3.1. 

Corollary 3.2 [f G is a crescent, then abpeP'(w) is the same for each t € [1], 00). 

Proof. Let W be the Jordon domain enclosed by the outer boundary of G. For a 

fixed t € [1, 00), it is easy to see that 

either abpeP'(w) = G, or ubpeP'(w) = W. 

If abpeP'(w) = W for al! t € [1, 00), then we are done. Suppose that 

abpeP"(w) =G for some q € [1, oo). 

It follows by Theorem 2.1 that P is dense in H7(G). By Theorem 3.1 we get that 

P is dense in H‘(G) for all t € [1,00). Using Theorem 2.1 again, we conclude that 

for all t € [1, 00) 

abpeP*(w) = G. 

This proves the corollary 
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Chapter 4 

A Classification Of Some Simply 

Connected Domains 

This chapter is devoted to describing the inclusions among the special simply con- 

nected domains we have discussed. Recall that a Jordon domain is a domain whose 

boundary is a Jordon curve. A famous theorem of Carathéodory says the Riemann 

maps of a Jordon domains G can be extended to be homeomorphisms G onto D. 

Using a classical result (for example, Theorem 9.1 in [25, p.48]), one can show that 

G is a Jordon domain if and only if a Riemann map of G onto D belongs to uniform 

closure (on G ) of the polynomials. 

A domain that is that more general than a Jordon domain is a Carathéodory 

domain: - Definition: a domain that is a component of the interior of the polynomial 

convex hull of its closure. Theorem 2.4 shows that G is a Carathéodory domain if 

and only if a Riemann map of G onto D is a pointwise limit on G' of a bounded 

sequences of polynomials. 

A domain G is called perfectly connected if G is the image of a weak-star gen- 

erator of H*(D). D. Sarason characterizes those domains in [58]; his method of 

proof produces an algorithm for deciding if a Riemann map is weak-star generator. 

Theorem 2.3 shows that G is perfectly connected if and only if a Riemann map of G 
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onto D can be weak-star approximated by polynomials in H®({G). Some other char- 

acterizations of perfectly connected domains can be found in Chapter 4. Perfectly 

connected domains are domaius that share many properities with the unit dise D. 

Theorem 3.1 shows that the property P is dense in H'(G) for some t is a geomet- 

ric one of the domain, and is independent of the norm of H‘(G). Normal domains 

have many properties that the disc D possesses too. However, they are far away 

from the disc D with regards to the function theory structure on them. Reader may 

consult Chapter 4 for more information about function theory and operator theory 

in Hardy spaces on a normal domain. The simplest non-perfectly connected, normal 

domain is a simply connected domain obtained by deleting finitely many disjoint 

closed sub-discs from the unit disc D; for example. a crescent [3]. 

Finally, following Glicksburg [29] and Davie [20] we call G nicely connected if a 

conformal map of D onto G is almost one-to-one with respect to Lebesgue measure 

on the unit circle OD. A theorem of M. Davie-Gamelin-Garnett (see [20]) gives 

characterizations of a nicely connected domain. 

All the domains we have discussed so far are nicely connected. In summary we 

have: 

Theorem 4.1 Let G be a simply connected domain. Then 

G is Jordon => G is Carathéodory 

=> G is perfectly connected 

= Gils normal 

==> G is nicely connected; 

where the symbol => means ‘imply’.



Chapter 5 

The Equivalence Classes of 

Subnormal Operators 

Throughout this chapter we tacitly assume that 

G is a normal domain. 

Recall a simply connected domain is normal if P is dense in the Hardy space H'(G). 

Normal domains are characterized in Theorem 3.1. 

Let H, and Ay be Hilbert spaces and let A and B be bounded operators on Hy, 

and H,, respectively. The operators A and B are unitarily equivalent if there is an 

isometric isomorphism U of A, onto Hy such that VA = BU. The operators are 

similar if there exists an invertible operator X from H, to Hy such that XA = BX. 

A weaker equivalence relation among operators is quasisimilarity. We say 1 and 

B are quasisimilar if there are one-to-one and dense-range bounded operators X: 

H, — H, and Y: A, -— A; such that XA = BX and YB = AY. We denote these 

equivalence relations by =, ~ and ~, respectively. 

In this chapter we study the following problem: When is a subnormal operator 

unitarily equivalent, similar, or quasisimilar to S,,? In [14, 1973] Clary answered the 

latter two questions for the unilateral shift (consult [14], or [18]). W. Hastings [31, 
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1979] extended Clary’s quasisimilar theorem to isometries of finite cyclic multiplicity. 

J. McCarthy [38, 1990] also extended Clary’s quasisimilar result to the rationally 

cyclic shift operator M, on R?(c). where o is harmonic measure on a compact subset 

K and R(K) is a hypodirichlet algebra. 

In this chapter we extend Clary’s results in another direction. We generalize 

both his similarity result and his quasisimilarity result to the cyclic shift .\/, on 

H*(G) in the case that G is a normal domain (when G is a normal domain, the shift 

M, on H*(G) is unitarily equivalent to S.,). We also characterize all operators that 

are unitarily equivalent to this shift. 

— 
t We say that x € P?(u) is an outer function if A(G)z is dense in P*(w). Now 

our similarity theorem can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 5.1 Let G be a normal domain with harmonic measure w and let S' be a 

subnormal operator. The operators S$ and S., are similar if and only if there exists 

a measure ys on G such that S$, & S and has the following properties: 

1) abpeP*(p) CG. 

2) w|OG <w and log HPS E L'(w). 

3) If € P?(w) is outer and |x|? = eure then ||~?z|G is a Carleson measure on G. 

(Here, Z is the analytic extension of x to abpe P*(w) = G.) 

If we remove the Carleson measure property in 3) and keep the other two prop- 

erties, then they are the necessary and sufficient conditions that S, ~ S,, (Theorem 

Note, the last two results were first proved by Clary in the case that G is the 

unit disc. Clary’s theorem says that Conditions 2 and 3 are necessary and sufficient. 

Condition 1) is necessary in general. However, the only domain where we can keep 
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the validity of Theorem 5.1 aud remover Condition | is characterized in Theorem 

5.3. 

A classical result of Hardy space theory says that a function f in P?(m) is outer 

if and only if Pf is dense in P?(m). This is no longer trne, in general. At the end of 

this chapter we characterize all those domains on which our definition of f € P?(w) 

being an outer function is equivalent to the condition that Pf is dense in P*(w). 

5.1 Outer and Inner Functions 

Lemma 5.1 Let f be a positive function in L'(w). In order for there to exist an 

outer function g in P?(w) such that |g|* = f ae. wl, it is necessary and sufficient 

that log f is in L'(w). 

Proof. Assume that log f € Li(w). We may assume w = w, for a fixed point a in 

G. Let y be the conformal map of D onto G with 2(0) = a such that w= mo! 

and let = y7'. Then both f oy and log(f oy) are in L'(m). By the classical 

Hardy space theory on QD, there exists an outer function « in P?(m) such that 

Iz[? = foy. Letg=xoy. Then |gl? = jrovl? = f ae. [w] on OG. Choose 

{pn} C P such that p, — x. It follows that p, ow — g in L*(w). Since p € P?(w) 

by Theorem 2.1, we see that g € P?(w). 

Since G is normal, G is nicely connected and thus A(G)} is a Dirichlet algebra on 

OG (Theorem 1.2); moreover, 

H®(G) = P?(w) N L?(w), 

where H”(G) is the image of the Hardy space H*(G) under the map f —- f, the 

boundary value of f (note, since G is nicely connected, this map is well-defined and 
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is one-to-one). Using Theorem 2.1 again. we have that A(G) is boundedly pointwise 

dense in H*(G), and this implies that A(G) is weak-star dense in H™(G). It follows 

that A(G) is dense P?(w). Using an abstract version of Szeg6’s theorem [32, p.103], 

we conclude that A(G)g is dense in P?(w). 

Conversely, assume that f = |q|? for some (outer) function g € P*(w). Using the 

argument before, we get that goy € P*(m). It follows by a result of the classical 

Hardy space theory that log|g oy] € L'(m). Hence log f € L'(w). Now we are 

done. 

O 

We call a function f in P?(w) an inner function if |f| = 1 ae. [w]. A con- 

sequence of the proof of Lemma 4.1 is the following inner and outer factorization 

result. 

Corollary 5.1 [fg € P?(.x), then there is an outer function h and there is an inner 

function f such that g = fh. 

Proof. Suppose that g € P?(w). Let » be a conformal map of D onto G. As in 

the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have that goy € P*(m). It follows by Szegé’s theorem 

that 

Jie lg|dw = J's lg oyldm > co. 

By a classical Hardy space result, there exists an outer function f,; in P*(m) and 

an inner function hy in P*(m) so that goy = fihy. Let f = ff, oy! and let 

= h,ow7!. From the proof of Lemma 4.1, we see that f is outer and A is inner. 1 Y ’ 

0 

It is well-known that if G is the unit disc D, then Pf is dense for each outer 
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function f. (This is clear from our definition since A(D) is the uniform closure of 

P.) But this is not true in general. So it is natural to ask the following question. 

Question 5.1 For what domain G do we have P{ is dense in P?(w) for every outer 

function f € P*(w). 

The answer to the question is given in Theorem 5.6. 

5.2 Similarity and Unitary Equivalence 

We begin this section with several lemmas. The first two lemmas are well-known 

and we include them here for the reader’s convenience. 

Lemma 5.2 Let pp and v be two compactly supported positive measures. If there 

exists a bounded operator A from P?(:) to P?(v) such that A has dense range and 

S,A = AS, then bpeP?(v) © bpeP?(p). 

Proof. Suppose that w € bpeP*(v). Proposition 9.2 in [17] implies a point w € 

bpe P*(v) if and only if Ran{(S, —w)] is not dense in P*(u). Thus, Ran[(A)(S,—w)] 

is not dense in P?(v). Since A has dense range, it follows that Ran(S, — w) is not 

dense in P?(y). Consequently, w € bpe( P?(v)). So the proof is complete. 

Lemma 5.3 Let up and v be two compactly supported positive measures. [f 5, ts 

quasisimilar to S,, then bpeP?(v) = bpeP?(,). 

Proof. This follows directly from the definition of the quasisimilarity and the 

previous lemma. 
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Note: L. Yang shows in his thesis that quasisimilar subnormal operators have the 

same essential spectrum [68]. 

Let «x and v be two measures. We use the symboi uw < pv to state that p is 

absolutely continuous with respect to v. The next lernma is crucial to our main 

results. 

Lemma 5.4 Let p be a finite compactly supported measure. If 5, ts quasisimilar 

to S,,. then the following hold: 

1) supp(u) CG. 

2) abpe P?() = abpe P?(w) 

3) p|OG <w and log( 4#26) is in L'(w). 

To prove Lemma 5.4 we need the following lemma which was obtained by Olin 

and Yang for an arbitrary simply connected domain in [47]. The author generalized 

their result to the rational space case [54]. 

Lemma 5.5 Let U be a nicely connected domain with harmonic measurew. If s is a 

finite positive measure such that abpeP'() = U and P'(u) is pure, then p|OU <w. 

First. We need the following version of the Adstract F and M Riesz Theorem 

(consult [26, p.158] or [18]). 

The Abstract F & M Riesz Theorem for the Algebra A(U) : 

Let n L A(U). Then n can be expressed as a series 4 = 22j>07;, where each 

nj L A(C), the njs are pairwise mutually singular, no is singular to all representing 

measures for all points of U, and for j >1, n, is absolutely continuous with respect 

to a representing measure for some point of U. 
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Proof of Lemma_5.5. First, since U is nicely counected, it follows by Theorem 1.2 
  

that A(U) is a Dirichlet algebra on OU, and hence every point in OU is a peak 

point for A(U). Second. the maximal ideal space of AfL’) is U (see [26]), and the 

nontrivial Gleason part contains U' [26, Section 15], and thus every trivial Gleason 

part consists of a single point because A(U) is a Dirichlet algebra (consult Section 

15 [26] for an explanation of our terminology and results). Consequently, L’ is the 

only nontrivial Gleason part of A{U/). 

Now let 7 L A(U) and we claim: 7 < vy for a representing measure v at some 

point of U. By the Abstract F & M Riesz theorem, we have 7 = )0j;>07;, where eacl 

n; is as in the theorem above. Using Wilkin’s Theorem (see [26, p.162]), no = 0. 

Let a be a peak point and let f € A(U) be a peak function for a@. Clearly the 

sequence f"(z) boundedly pointwise, y,.}, the characteristic function of {a} at a. 

Thus, 0 = flim,—. f"dn = n({a}). This implies that » < v for a representing 

measure of A(l") at some a € [°. We denote it by v. 

Since A(U) is a Dirichlet algebra on OU, each point « € U has a unique repre- 

senting measure whose support is contained in OU for A(U) [26, Lemma 31.1]. Now 

if we denote » by the sweep of » on OU, we then have for all g € A(U) 

r 

J (242 =: g(z)dv = g(a) = | gdw,. 

By uniqueness, we conclude 7 = w,. Hence 

nol <vlaU < vid = uy.



Now suppose that g € L7() such that 

f 1? 
] fgdu =0 foreach fe P’ty). 

where 1/q¢+1/t = 1. Since A(U') C P'(y), it follows that 

| foe =0, feA(U). 

That is, gu L A{U) and so gp|OU < wz < w. This implies that (gu), = 0, 

where (gy), is the singular part of the Lebesgue decomposition of gu with respect 

to w. Consequently, g L ya, where A is the carrier of , and ys is the singular 

part of the Lebesgue decomposition of jz with respect to w. Now an application of 

the Hahn-Banach theorem vields yy € P‘(y). Since P‘() is pure, it follows that 

Xa = 0a.e. [yz] and hence yz, = 0. 

O 

The proof of Lemma 5.4: Assume that S, ~ S,. The space P?() is pure [17, 
  

p.223] since P?(w) is pure. Now Theorem 4.11 in [64] together with Lemma 4.3 

imply that 

abpeP?(y) = bpeP?() = bpeP?(w) = abpe P?(w) = G. 

It follows Lemma 4.5 that “JOG < w. The fact that supp(j) C G follows from 

Theorem 4.10 of [64]. 

Let A: P?(u) > P?(w) be a quasi-infinity such that AS, = S.A. For simplicity 

we may assume ||A|| = 1. Let y be a conformal map of D onto G with y(0) = a 

such that w = moy and let w be its inverse function. We mav assume, without loss 
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of generality, that w= w,. Set u = A(1). It is easy to check that 

A(f)=uf foreach f € A(G). 

Since |~| = 1 on OG ae. [w}. for all n > 1 and for each f € A(G) 

i fl? ra dw = [. Fl? ran Ib [2 dw 

= 1A) HIP 

< yr flr 

= [ir \sPd. 
G 

If we let n — oo, then for each f € A(G) 

[ ifPluPdos fi \fP dy. (5.1) 
OG aG Jo 

Now we claim that {toy:t € A(G)} is dense in P?{juj?rm) for all wu € P?(m). In 

fact, since A(G) is bounded pointwise dense in H™(G') (Theorem 1.2), we see that 

{toy:t € A(G)} is bounded pointwise dense in H™(D); that is, each f € H*°(D) 

is the pointwise limit of a bounded sequence of functions in {toy :t € A(G)} on 

D. Now the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem together with the density of 

H@™(D) in P?(\u|?m) implies that {toy :t € A(G)} is dense P?(|u|?m) and so the 

claim is proved. 

Using (5.1), we have for each f € A(G) 

dpjOG 
J \foel luo! dm < flfoel| Joydm. 
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Consequently, for each g in P?(m) 

diwlOG 
jn —g\*luoyl*dm < Ji — q|* { — : ——}oydm. 

Notice that the function uo y is in P*(m). So by Szegds theorem (see [32], p.49) 

  

inf | \1 — 2 RS oyjdm > —x. 
gE P?( m) , 

Again, by Szego’s theorem, we see 

  / log( dui0G oy)dm > —o; 
dw 

1.€., 

  

\OG 
Joes dyl dw > —oo, 

dus 

and hence log eulog is in £L'(w). The proof is complete. 

Lemma 5.6 Suppose that A is an invertible operator from P?(y) to P?(w) such 

that AS, = S,A. Let u = Afi) and let a = w|OG. Then there exists an outer 

function x in P*(w) such that |x/? = 4. Moreover, there exists an invertible function 
dus 

he P?(w)N L©(w) such that that hr = wu. 

Proof. Since AS, = SA, it is easy to verify that for every f € A(G) (as in the 

proof of Lemma 5.4) 

              ATW WF cea < lu filzzwy < 2(4)>



Replacing f by w”f (here. is a conformal map of G onto D. Since G is normal, 

w isin P*(w)) and letting n 4 oo, we obtain 

  [ATI [Fllartey S$ le Fliapay S All [Flew for every fe ACG) — (5.2) 2(w)   S 

By Lemma. 5.4 log( HES) € L'(w). It follows by Lemma 5.1 that there exists 

an outer function x such that jal? = - Define an operator B on the manifold 

{fe:f € A(G)} via Bla f) = uf for each f € A(G). Then for each f € A(G) 

We = [lef 

= | 
< [Alp /\sfPdo 

= jap fr ae 
= ||All’Ifel[é. 

A(f)]? dus 

  

Hence B can be extended boundedly on P?(w). We use B to denote this extension 

too. Notice that the operator B commutes with S,. By Yoshino’s theorem ({17]| 

p.147), there is a function h in P*(w)NL™(w) such that B = Mj, the multiplication 

operator induced by hk on P?(w). So hz = u. Finally (5.2) clearly indicates that M), 

is bounded below, and hence A js invertible in L®(w). ‘The proof is complete. 

0 

Recall that a positive measure 7 on G is a Carleson measure if there is a constant 

c > 0 such that for every t with | <t < co 

IPilaqsy) <ellpllzewy, PEP 
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Theorem 3.1 shows if G is normal, then 7 is a Carleson measure on G if and only if 

roy isa Carleson measure on D, where y is a conformal map of D onto G. 

Lemma 5.7 Let A be an invertible operator from P?() to P?(w). Let u = A(1) 

and letv = A7'(1). Then 

| 
ve AMI = ZH =7 a.€. [pe]. 

Proof. Let {pn} C P such that p, converges to A7'(1) in P*(u). By passing a 

subsequence if necessary, we see that p, — A7'(1) ae. [yu]. But the continuity of A 

implies that up, — u in P?(w). So there exists a subsequence {p,,;} such that up,; 

converges to | a.e. [w]. By Lemma 5.4 we see that abpe P*() = G; it follows then 

that p,,; converges uniformly on compact subsets of G to v, the analytic extension 

of von G. But v =@ on G, so uv = 1 ae. [py]. Hence, v = + ae. [p]. The proof is 

completed. 

Lemma 5.8 [fr is a Carleson measure on G, then Sys, & Sy. 

Proof. By hypothesis, there exists c > 0 such that 

So if we define operator J: P?(w) — P?(w+17) densely via I(p) = p for each p € P, 

then it is easy to verify that J is an invertible operator and /S, = S,,,/. Hence 

Suet Y Sue 

0 

Recall that if c € P?(w), then £ denotes the analytic extension of x to 

abpeP?(w) = G. Now we can state our first main resuit in this chapter, which 
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generalizes a well-known result of W. S. Clary ([14] or [18, p.370-373]). 

Theorem 5.1 Let S be a subnormal operator. Then the following are equivalent: 

HSS. 

2) There is a Carleson measure 7 on G such thot S # Su4-. 

3) There exists a finite measure jt on G such that S, % S and u has the following 

properties: 

a) abpeP?(u) CG. 

b) a= plOG <w and log & € L'(w). 

da c) If x is an outer function in P*(w) such that |x|? = S, then |2|~*u|G ts a Carleson 

MEASUTE. 

Remarks: 

I) Condition a) in 3) can be replaced by abpeP?() = G since S,, ~ S, implies 

abpe P?(,) = abpe P*(w) (see Lemma 5.4). 

Il) If G is the unit disc D, then a) is satisfied for all » with supp(u) C D 

and therefore it can be removed. However, a) can not be dropped in general 

(See Example 1 below). A natural question now arises: 

Question 5.2 What normal domains have the property that Theorem 4.1 is valid 

with condition 3a omitted? 

The answer is that G is perfectly connected, see Theorem 5.3 and ther remark 

afterwards. 

The proof of Theorem 5.1. 1} = > 2). Assume S ~ 5,. By Bram and Singer’s 

theorem there is a measure p such that S, = S. So S, ~ S, also. It follows by 
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Lemma 5.4 that 

1p|OG 
cule E L'(w). 

  

abpeP?(u) CG, wWlOG <w, and log ; 
dus 

Let T be an invertible operator trom P?({y) to P*(w} so that TS, = ST. Let x, h, 

and u be the functions as in Lemuna 5.6 and extend each of the three functions to 

G in the obvious way. Using Lemma 5.7, one has that 

1 h 1 1 Sar ahr (1) on OG ae. [yl 

and 

lL oko ae 
~=—-=AT-(1) on G, 

et 

Therefore, there exist 2; in P?{js) and hy in P?() A P@(w) such that x = x, and 

h = h, ae. [uz] and 

l 
— 2 hy em hyT7*(1) a.€. [ee] 

Ly 

Set 7 = |x|~"u. Then for each p € P 

nln = Cf EP)? 

(fran 
= AT"), 
S [AllollT ilipll.- 

{| 
I \ 

But this implies that abpeP?(n) C G. It follows by Lemma 1.1 that A(G) C P?(n). 
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Now define an operator F : P?(n) + P?(1) densely! via 

1 
Fif)=(-)f forevery f € AG). 

i 

Clearly F' is an isometry and Sf = FS,. We claim that Fis onto. In fact. since 

F(A(G)| = hT~'[A(G)] and since h is invertible in P*(y) A P*(), it follows that 

F has dense range; and hence F ts an isometric isomorphism. Therefore, if we let 

tT = |x|~*p|G, then 7» =w +7. and 

S = Sy = Sy =. WHT: 

Clearly 

lel; < iplly S Aloo P~" llr lle 

we see that 7 is a Carleson measure. 

2) ==> 3). If there exists a Carleson measure 7 such that S = 5,4,, then S ~ 5S, 

(Lemma 5.8). Now the rest proof is the same as the one above. 

3) => 1). Let yu be as in 3). Set B = wt |z|~*u|G. Since |£!~7u|G is a Carleson 

measure, it follows by Lemma 5.8 that Sg ~ S,. If we repeat the process of the 

proof of 1) => 2), we see that Sg = S,. So the proof is complete. 

Oo 

Example 1 Let G be a crescent domain formed by two internally tangent circles 

such that P is not dense in L?(G) (For the existence of such domain, consult [10]). 

This implies that abpe P*(A) # G, where A is area measure on G. If let p = A+u, 
  

‘Here, densely means the operator is defined on a manifold that is dense in the space. We will 

use this terminology repeatly throughout this paper.



then abpeP?() # G since 

GS abpeP*( A) C abpe P*(u). 

Let g be the sweep of » on OG, then : <w by Theorem 1.3. Clearly, log(##) is in 

L}(dw) and |£|-74|G = 0 is a Carleson measure (here, ja]? = log() as in Theorem 

5.1. On the other hand, by J. AKeroyd’s theorem {3} that P is dense in H°(G), 

it follows by Theorem 2.1 that G = abpeP*(w). Hence abpeP?(fi) # G. So we 

conclude that Sz is not even quasisimilar to S,. 

0 

Note: In the previous example area measure is not a Carleson measure on the 

crescent G (since, abpe P*( A) strictly contains G). 

The next result is our unitarily equivalence theorem. 

Theorem 5.2 Let H be a Hilbert space and let B be a bounded operator on H. 

Then B = S. tf and only if B is a cyclic subnormal operator and there exists a 

measure 4 on G such that B= S,, and pu has the properties: 

1) abpeP?(u) CG. 

2) (ul = fe]. 
3) flog( ES) dw > —oo. 

Remark: Example | also shows that condition 1) in Theorein 5.2 is necessary. We 

\ will characterize all those domains G for which property 1} can be removed, see 

Theorem 5.3. 

Proof. Suppose that B = S,. Clearly B is a cyclic operator since S,. Since S,, is 

subnormal, it is easy to show B is subnormal too. (for example, one may apply (f) 
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of Theorem 1.9 [17, p.118]). Using Bram and Singer’s theorem, we have a measure 

won G such that S, = B. So S, = S,. It follows by Proposition 5 [17, p.128] that 

their minimal normal extensions of the operators are unitarily equivalent. But this 

is equivalent to saying that w and w are mutually absolutely continuous ({17. p.77]). 

By Theorem 5.1, we have 

abpeP? (ju) CG and cue’ E€ L*(w). 
i) 

9G - 
Conversely, assume that f log aul theo > —oco. By Lemma 5.1, we can find an 

outer function x in P?(w) so that |x|? = aul Since 

abpeP*() © abpeP(w) = G, 

it follows that A(G) C P*(). Now if we define an operator A from P?() to P?(w) 

densely via A(p) = xp for each p € A(G), then A clearly is isometric isomorphism 

and AS, = 5,A. Thus S,, = S,. This proves the theorem. 

Using Lemma 5.1, we obtain another version of Theorem 5.2 as follows: 

ana Theorem Let yu be a finite positive measure. Then 5, = S$, if and only if w has 

the following properties: 

1) abpeP?(y) C G. 

3) There is a function x € P*(w) such that |x|? = ane 

Recall that a function g in H®(D) is a weak-star generator provided polynomials 

in g are weak-star dense in H™°(D) (consult (57, 58, 59, D. Sarason]). We say a 
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simply connected domain l’ is perfectly connected ii lL’ is the image of a weak- 

star generator of H*(D). 

The following theorem not only answers Question 5.2 but also gives a character- 

ization of a perfectly connected domain. 

Theorem 5.3 Let U be a bounded domain with harmonic measure w such that no 

point of OU is removable for H?(U). In order that S,, be unitarily equivalent to S., for 

each positive measure yu with the properties that |) = lw} and flog( 42S) du > -oo, 

ut is necessary and sufficient that U is a perfectly connected domain. 

Remark: This theorem also says: Theorem 5.1 with hypothesis 3a omitted is valid 

for a domain UV if and only if U is perfectly connected. In fact, suppose that $, ~ S, 

for each measure yu that satisfies conditions b) and c) in Theorem 5.1. We then have, 

in particular, that S, ~ S, for all those yw that satisfies b) and c) in Theorem 5.1 

and p|G = 0. Now, using Theorem 5.2 gives that S,, = S, for all those uz with the 

properties that [4] = [w! and log euleG € L'(w). Hence Ll is perfectly connected. 

For the proof of Theorem 5.3, we need to recall Sarason’s weak-star density 

theorem for polynomials. For a compact set A’, let R(.A’) denote the uniform closure 

in C(K) of the set of the rational functions with poles off A. Recall that R(/‘) is 

called a Dirichlet algebra if {Re(f) : f € R(K)} is dense in Cr(OK), the real 

continuous function algebra on OK. Sarason’s theorem for weak-star density for 

polynomials now can be stated as [18, p.301]: 

Sarason’s theorem: For any compactly supported positive measure p on the com- 

> ne are | t+ set & and measures u, anc having the following lex plane, there is a compact set AK and measures pq and ps g g 

properties: 

L) 2 = Ma t+ Ms, a Les and P* (ys) = L° (us) BP? (pa).



2) & contains the support of j,. the algebra R( A) C P™(,) and R(K) is a Dirich- 

let algebra. 

3) There is an isometric isomorphism a from H®@(int(#)) to P?(,) such that a is 

also a weak-star homeomorphism and a(f) = f for every f € AUK). 

Remark: The set A is known as the Sarason hull of 

For a compactly supported measure p, let bpeP™(s.) denote the set of points 

A such that the linear map p — p(\) p € P can be extended to a weak-star 

continuous linear functional on P™(,). 

The following lemma can be found in [18, p.306]. 

Lemma 5.9 /f u is a finite measure with compact support, then bpeP@(fta) = 

wnt( A’). 

The proof of Theorem 5.3. Suppose that U is a perfectly connected domain. Look- 
  

ing at Lemma 2.2 , we see that P®(w) = H*(U). Let » be measure such that 

[u] = [w] and flog MHOC ty > —oo. It follows from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 that   

A(U) G H™{U) 

= P*(w) 

= P*(u) 

P*(u) IM)
 

2) = dHlOG and By Lemma 5.1, there is an outer function z in P?(w) such that |x 7 

so there is an isometric isomorphism A: P?(y) -» P?({w), defined by extending the 

isometrical map A(a) = ax for each a € A(U). Cleariy the operator A has the 

property that AS, = SA. Hence S, = S,,. 
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For the proof of the other conclusion, let us assume that S, = S, for each 

positive yz that has the properties: 

dpu|OG 
—(dis > —20. 

dw 
  [| = [we] and Joe 

Let f € L'(w). Clearly 

(\ff[+ijw=w and log(|fl+1) € Liu). 

It follows by our assumption that Sci. = Su. Thus. 

abpe P?(| fv) © abpeP*(((f| + lw) © abpe P*(w). 

Now if n is a measure such that [7] = [w], then by the Randon-Nikodym theorem 

there exists h € L1(w) such that h = # —— +. Using the previous argument. we get that 

abpeP?(|n|) C abpeP? (x) for each q with [yn] = (wl. 

Since OU has no removable point for H?(U/), it follows that from Theorem 2.1 that 

abpe P*(w) C U; and hence we have 

abpeP?(\n|) CU for each 7 with ‘n] = [u). 

We now claim: 

bpeP™(w) = U. 

On
 

C
n



Actually, Applying Theorem 5.9 in [64]), we can find a finite measure v such that 

[v] = [w] and 

P*(w) = P?(v)NL*(v). 

Therefore, if we apply Sarasons theorem to P*(w) and Thomson’s theorem to 

P?(v), respectively, then it follows that 

H™(bpeP™(w)) = H®(abpeP?(v)). 

Consequently, 

bpeP™(w) = abpeP?(v). 

Clearly U C bpeP®(w) and so the last equality implies that U’ C abpeP*(v). Thus, 

U = abpeP?(v) = bpeP™(w). 

Finally, since bpeP*(w) = U, it follows from Sarason’s theorem that P is weak-star 

dense in H*®(U). Using Lemma 2.1, we see that G is perfectly connected. 

0 

It is natural to ask whether we can extend Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 to a 

domain U that does not have the property that P is dense in H?(U’). The question 

should be phrased as follows (Keep in mind that U is strictly contained in abpe P?(w) 

when U is not a normal domain). 

Question 5.3 Let U be a simply connected domain with harmonic measure w. Sup- 

pose that abpeP?(w) 4 U. Let « be a positive measure with the following properties: 
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1) abpe P?() = abpe P?(w). 

2) [u) = [w] and flog se he > oC. 

In addition, assume that 5, = S,,, where fo and wo are the restrictions of wp and 

w on the boundary of abpe P? (x). 

Is Sx Sy? Oph mm be 

Note: The measure p stated in Question 5.3 satisfies all the conditions in both Theo- 

rem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 (except U does not have the property that abpe P?(w) = U). 

The following example shows that the above question has a negative answer. 

Example 2 Let V be an open disc whose boundary contains the origin such that 

one of its diameters lies on the nonnegative rea] axis. Let J be a closed segment 

which joins 0 and a point inside the disc such that J forms an angle 7/3 at 0 

with the nonnegative imaginary axis. Let E be the closed domain enclosed by the 

triangle that is symmetric to the real axis and has J as one of its sides. Now set 

U =V — FE. Let w be harmonic measure of U and let wo and w, be the restrictions 

of w on OV and OF, respectively. By Lemma 4.8 in [4], w is boundedly equivalent 

  to measure |z|?s near 0, where s is the arclength measure on OU. Set s9 = s|OV 

  

and s; = s|OE. Then |z|~*w, is boundedly equivalent to s,. It is obvious that s, is 

a Carleson measure on V (see [22]); and so it follows that there is c > 0 such that 

  

|p| L?2(\2|-2 wy J < e|[P|| 122 (59), peP. 

This implies that there is some cy > 0 such that 

  

Pllc2un) S collpllzzany, PEP. 
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Now we define A: P?(w) — P*(ao9) densely via A(p) = p for each p € P. The last 

inequality implies that A is invertible. Apparently, AS, = 5.,,A; and, hence, 5S, is 

similar to S.,. Since log oe € L'(s9). it follows by Theorem 5.3 that S,, = Su. 

(Note, so is boundedly equivalent to harmonic measure of V.) Thus 5,, is similar 

to S.,. 

Now we define a measure yz on OL’ by setting w = so + |z|- 23). The measure 

|z|" 4s; is not a Carleson measure since it does not satisfy the ‘window’ condition of 

the original definition of Carleson measures [22, p.156]; therefore, S, is not similar 

to S,,. Combining this with the argument above, we conclude that 5S, is not similar 

to S,,. However, one can easily verify that we do have 

1) abpeP?(}) = abpeP?(w) = V. 

2) [uw] = [w] and log HES E Lifw). 

3) Su, = Su5, where fio = u|OV. 

Note: The above domain V is one of the simplest domain that does not have the 

property that abpeP?(w) = U. {The domain U is an A-type crescents, see the 

introduction of Chapter 6 for definition and for more information about A-type 

crescent.) However, if we only work on an operator that has the form S,.,, where 

T 18 a positive measure on U, then we show in Theorem 7.3 that Sui, ~ S, if and 

only if 7 is a Carleson measure on U. 

To study operators that are similar to the shifts associated with more general 

regions, more examples are needed. Very little is know in this regards. We close 

our study of similarity and unitary equivalence relations by presenting the following 

theorem which deals with arbitrary domains. 

un
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Theorem 5.4 Let U be a bounded domain with harmonic measure w such that 

abpeP?*(w) #U. Let u be a finiie positive measure. Lel jty and wo be the restrictions 

of the measures pp and w to the boundary of abpe P*(), respectively. Then 

{) In order that S, = S_, it is necessary that S,,, = Su,- 

2) In order that S, =~ Sy, tt is necessary that So 2 S.,. 

Proof. The proofs of 1) and 2) are almost identical, and so we are only going to 

prove 1). Suppose S, = S,. Let X be an isometric isomorphism from P?(y) to 

P?(w) such that XS, = S,X. If we let v = X(1) and u = X7'(1), then for every 

peP 

[Plo = llupil 

and 

Pll = llvpllu- 

Let g be the Riemann map from abpeP?(w) to D and extend g to the boundary by 

defining its values there to be those obtained in the nontangential limit sense. Then 

g can be regarded as a function in both P*(w) and P*{yu). Replacing p by pg” in 

the above equalities, respectively, and letting n — oo, we see that for each p € P 

Plo = [er ll io (5.3) 

and 

Plluo = Hepllao-



Now define A: P?(j9) — P?{wo) densely by A(p) = up for each p € P. The operator 

A obviously is an isometry and AS,, = S,,A. So if we can show that A is onto, 

then we are done. To do this let us pick a function f € P?(w9). Then (5.3) implies 

that uf € P?(uo) and so uvf is in the range of (A). But ue = 1 almost every where 

(Lemma 5.7), and so f is the range of A. Therefore, A is onto. Hence it is an 

isometric isomorphism. 

5.3 Quasisimilarity Theorem 

Quasisimilar subnormal operators has been studied by a number of authors. W. 

S. Clary (14, 1973] first characterized all subnormal operators quasisimilar to the 

unilateral shift. W. Hastings [31, 1979] extended his result to the finite direct sum 

of unilateral shifts. A decade later J. McCarthy [38, 1990] extended Clary’s result 

to rationally cyclic subnormal operators (where a hypodirichlet algebra condition 

was imposed). The next theorem is our primary result concerning quasisimilar 

subnormal operators. Again we remind our reader of the standing hypothesis in this 

chapter, namely, G is a normal domain. 

Theorem 5.5 Let S be a subnormal operator. Then S ~ S, if and only if there 

exists a finite measure up on G such that S, = S and wu has each of the following two 

properties: 

1) abpeP?(u) CG. 

2) wlOG <w and log 448° € L'(w). 

Remark: We'd like to point out the differences between McCarthy’s similarity 

theorem for rationally cyclic subnormal operators in [38] and Theorem 5.5. In [38] 
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McCarthy shows that if R( A’) is a hypodirichlet algebra. then R, ~ Ry if and only 

d ra i oR if pJOK < w and log “*— € L'(w). where y is a finite measure on A and w is 

the harmonic measure of int( A’). MeCarthy’s result faiis to apply to the case when 

G = Gand R(G) is a Dirichlet algebra. An obvious reason why it doesn't is P?(w) 

is not the same as the space R?(G,w) in general even if R(G) is a Dirichlet algebra. 

An even when the two spaces are equal. the spaces P*(.) and R*() are different; 

thus, the operators S, and A, are different. 

Proof. Suppose S ~ S,,. It is easy to verify that S is a cyclic operator because S,, 

is cyclic. By Bram and Singer’s theorem. there is a measure y such that S,, = S [17, 

p.146] and so it follows that S, ~ S,. By Lemma 4.4 we have that supp(y) € G, 

uIOG <w, abpeP? (py) = abpeP?(w) = G. and log aul E€ L'(w). 

For the proof of sufficiency. Assume that yu is a measure such that supp(u) C G 

and satisfies properties 1) and 2) listed in the theorem. We first want to show 

that the inclusion operator [ : P?{u) > P?(u|OG), defined by via [(a) = a for 

all a € P?(), is one-to-one. In fact, suppose f € P?() and I(f) = 0: choose a 

sequence of functions {a,} C A(G) such that a, converges to f in P?(y) norm. We 

see then that 

I(a,) =a, 70 in P?(plOG). 

Observing S,jaq = S. by Theorem 5.2. we see abpeP*(!0G) = G. This implies 

that a, — 0 uniformly on compact subsets of G. Now it follows that a, — 0 in 

P?() since a, > 0 in P?(uldG). Thus. f = 0. 

Since S,iag & S., there is an isometric isomorphism J: P?{u|OG) — P?(w) such 

that JS,iagq = SuJ. Now let Y = J/. Then Y is one-to-one and has dense range, 

and moreover. YS, = S,Y’. 
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To finish our proof we need to find another operator X from P?(w) to P?(y) that 

is one-to-one, that has dense range, and that shares the property that VS, = SX. 

Let y be a conformal map of D onto G which sends 0 to b. Without loss 

of generality, we may assume that w is the harmonic measure evaluated at b € G. 

Extend y to 0D almost everywhere with respect to m by defining its boundary values 

to be the nontangential limits 3. Define a measure vy on D via v(B) = u(y(B)) 

for every measurable subset 8. We first want to find an operator C from P?(m) 

to P?{v) such that C is one-to-one and has dense range and shares the obvious 

intertwining property. Since u|OG < w and log (#2) é€ L*(2), we can easily verify 

dv|AD 

aim 
  that v|OD < m and log( ) € L'(m). Recall that if 7 is the sweep of v, then 

y=vlOD+ v|D. So we have that log(#4) € L'(m). It follows by Theorem 5.2 that 

Ss = S,, and hence there is an isometric isomorphism # from P?(m) to P*(7) such 

that AS, = S>R. Now if we show that the linear map A from the dense subspace 

A(D) of P?(%) to the dense subspace A(D) of P?(v), defined by A(a) = a for each 

a € A(D), can be extended to be a bounded operator from P*(7) to P*(v), then 

the operator C = AR is the desired one. The proof of the boundedness of A is as 

follows. If we denote that the harmonic extension of |a|*|OD by jal? fora € A(D), 

then it follows by the the maximum principle of subharmonic functions that for each 

ain A(D) 

la. = Cf lav)? 
< {/[aPa} 

= J \al?ae 

= |lalls.



So A is bounded. 

Finally, let u = C(1). The set A( D)u is dense in P*({v) since C’ has dense range. 

Let 7 be the inverse of y and let v = uow. It is easy to verify that v € P?(,). 

Now if we can show that A(G)v is dense in P?(). then the operator X from P?(w) 

to P*(u), defined densely by X(a) = va for each a € A(G), is the desired operator, 

which has dense range, is one-to-one and satisfies $,.¥% = XS. Hence S$, ~ S,. 

To show that A(G)vu is dense in P?(y), we pick a function f € P*(u). Then 

foy € P*(v), and hence it can be approximated by the functions in A(D)u in 

the P?(v)-norm. This is equivalent to saying that f is approximable by functions in 

{v(aoy): a € A(D)} in the P?(z)-norm. Now the Lebesgue dominated convergence 

theorem together with the fact that A(G) is pointwise bounded dense in H*(G) 

implies that A(G)v is dense in P?(j1). 

0 

Note: As in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, condition 1) (abpeP?(y) € G) is 

necessary. The following corollary shows that condition |) may be removed if and 

only if G is perfectly connected. 

Corollary 5.2 In order that S,, be quasisimiiar to S,, for every finite measure fu 

with p<w and log(#ES) € L'(w), it is necessary and sufficient that G is perfectly 

connected. 

Proof. The sufficiency follows from previous theorem. For the proof of necessity. let 

us assume that 5, ~ 5, for every finite positive measure je with log >= ole E L'(w). 

Then in particular, S$, ~ S, for each » with [yu] = [w] and log a E L'(w). Now 

it follows by Theorem 5.2 that 5S, = S, for every finite positive measure p with 

[u] = [w] and log 4 aHleC E€ L'(w) (since, that S, ~ S, implies that abpeP?(y) C 
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abpeP?(w)). Hence G is perfectly connected by Theorem 5.3. 

0 

It is natural to ask whether Theorem 5.5 can be generalized to those domains U 

where P is not dense in H?(("}. One might ask the following question. 

Question 5.4 Let U be a simply connected domain with harmonic measure w such 

that abpeP?(w) #U. Assume u is a finite positive measure such that: 

1) P?() contains no non-trivial characteristic function 

2) abpeP?(w) = abpeP?(). 

3) log HESe E L'(w), where po and wo are the restrictions of 4 and w on the 

boundary of abpeP?(w) respectively. 

Is S, quasisimilar to S.,? 

The answer is negative. Here is an example: 

Example 3 Let V be an open crescent enclosed bv two circles Co and Cy such that 

Co is its outer boundary. Let Dg and D, be the open discs enclosed by Co and 

C1, respectively. Let / be a proper closed arc of Cy which intersects Co and has its 

endpoints in Dp. Set U = Dy) — 1. Let w be harmonic measure of U. 

Claim: abpe P?(w) = Dp. 

For the proof of the claim. we first need to show that is a nicely connected 

domain. First, since w is the harmonic measure of U, we have observe that U C 

abpeP?(w). Second, using Thomson’s theorem and Theorem 94 in [44, Miller-Olin- 

Thomson], we see that abpeP*(w) must be nicely connected. Third, Do is the 

smallest nicely connected domain containing U’. Since it is obvious that abpe P?(w) 

must be contained in Do, so we conclude that abpeP?(w) = Do. 
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On the other hand, P is deuse in H?(V) [3, Akeroyd]. It follows by Theorem 2.1 

that abpeP?(\) = V, where \ is harmonic measure of W. [f we denote the restriction 

of A on Co by Ag and the arclength measure of Cy by 3s, respectively, then Szegd’s 

theorem implies that log( 2) is not in L'(s). Now a well-known argument about 

harmonic measure shows that wy (harmonic measure restricted to Co) is boundedly 

equivalent to A) on OCg. So we conclude that log( 2) does not belong to L1(s). By 

Theorem 5.4, 5S, is not similar to S,. (Note, s is boundedly equivalent to harmonic 

measure of Dy, therefore, Theorem 5.4 can be applied here.) But, obviously we have 

1) P?(s) contains no non-trivial characteristic function. 

2) abpeP?(s) = Do = abpeP?(w). 

3) log(#2) € L'(Ao). 

Now we present the theorem that answers Question 5.1. 

Theorem 5.6 In order that P} be dense in P?(w) for every outer function g in 

P?(w) it is necessary and sufficient that G is a perfectly connected domain. 

Proof. Suppose that G is a perfectly connected domain. Let g € P?(w) be an 

outer function. The hypothesis implies that abpeP?(|g|*(w)) CG G; (since, G = 

bpeP®(|g|?w)), and therefore A(G) C P?(|g\?w) and so it is dense in P?(\g|’w). 

This implies that gP is dense in gA(G). It follows that gP is dense in P?(w). 

Conversely, suppose that gP dense in P?(w) for every outer function g € P?(w). 

Let ys be any measure such that [yu] = [w] and log euler € L'(w). Using Lemma 4.1, 

there exists an outer function x such that aul = |x?|. So if we define an operator 

A from P?() to P?(w) via A{p) = xp for each polynomial p, then A is an isometric 

isomorphism and AS, = 5,A. Therefore S$, = S,. Now it follows from Theorem 
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4.3 that U is perfectly connected. 

D 

The following theorem is slightly different from Theorem 5.6 and it deals with a 

general domain U. 

Theorem 5.7 Let U be a bounded domain. In order for there to exist a function g 

in P?(w) such that |g|? = f and P} is dense in P*(w) for every positive integrable 

function f with log f € L'(w), it is necessary and sufficient that U is perfectly 

connected. 

Proof. The proof of necessity. We want to show that the hypothesis of Theorem 5.3 

is satisfied. Let u be such that [jz] = [w] and log( #22) € L'(w). By our hypothesis 

there exists a function g such that eS = |g*| and so it follows that the operator 

A from P?(u) to P?(w), defined via A(p) = gp for each p € P, is an isometric 

isomorphism and AS, = 5,A. Thus S, = S,. Now it follows by Theorem 5.3 that 

U is perfectly connected. 

The proof of sufficiency follows from Lemma 5.1 and the above theorem. 

D 

Remark: All the results in this chapter can be extended to the space P‘(w) for any 

t € [1, 00), if we restrict the equivalence relation to those subnormal operators S.,, 

where yp is a positive finite measure with compact support in the plane. 
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Chapter 6 

Carleson Measures On A General 

Domain And Rationally Cyclic 

Subnormal Operators 

In a private communication, J. McCarthy asked: What are the Carleson measures 

on a circular domain? More general, if G is a finite connected domain that is not 

simply connected, one could ask: 

What are the Carleson measures on G? 

Suppose G is a finitely connected Dirichlet domain with harmonic measure o and 

suppose G is not a simply connected domain. We say a positive measure 7 on G is 

a Carleson measure if there exists a positive constant c such that for all ¢ € [1, 00) 

tdult < tdalt HG {f iran}? sot f intdo}t, re Rat@), 

where Rat(G) the set of rational functions with poles off G! 
  

1The reader should notice that if G is a simply connected domain, then the above definition is 

more restrictive than the one we give for a simply connected domain in Chapter 3. If we use the 
definition as given here, then the conclusion 1) of Theorem 3.1 holds for every simply connected 

domain G with the property that G =G. Note though, the last definition is a natural one on 

a multiply connected domain G that is equal to the interior of its closure, as it is equivalent to 
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We generalize a well-known theorem of Carleson to those bounded domains G 

such that G = int(G) and G is finitely connected. lu particular, we extend the 

celebrated Carleson theorem for the disc that gives an equivalence between a Car- 

leson measure and the Carleson measure inequality. As an application, let A be a 

compact subset with harmonic measure o, and let A{A’) is a hypodirichlet algebra. 

With these assumptions we generalize W. S. Clary’s theorem regarding the unilat- 

eral shift and the unit disc to the shift operator on the closure of R(K) in L?(c). 

(Note. if R( A’) is a hypodirichlet algebra, then A° must be finitely connected even 

though K itself may not be finitely connected). For the sake of simplicity, we make 

the assumption that A° is connected in this study. One can extend our results to 

the general case without to much additional effort. 

We begin. Let A’ be a compact subset in the complex plane plane C. We denote 

the uniform closure of rational functions with poles off A by R(A). If u is a finite 

positive measure with compact support on KY, let R?( 4, ~) denote the closure of 

R(A) in L?(u). The function algebra R(K) is called a hypodirichlet algebra if the 

uniform closure of the space {Re(r)|OK : r € R(#)} has finite codimension in 

Cr(OR) and the linear span of {log|r|: r,r7! € R(K)} is dense in Cr(K). 

In section 2 we generalize the notion of Carleson squares in the unit disc to a 

circular domain and characterize the C'arleson measures on such a domain. We 

then generalize the result to finitely connected domains via a conformal map. 

In [14] W.S. Clary characterized all subnormal operators similar or quasisimilar 

to the unilateral shift. These results were later extended in different directions see 
  

the original Carleson definition in the unit disk. Let us also note, the results concerning Carleson 

measures given in this chapter are not generalizations of those given in Chapter 3. They do, though, 

generalize Carleson’s result in another direction. The reader wil! see that our results concerning 
similarity of subnormal operators in this chapter are not generalizations of the corresponding ones 
given in Chapter 4 either.



[31], [38] and Chapter 5 of this thesis. In section 3 we extend Clary’s similarity 

theorem to the case where the fundamental operator (the operator analogous to the 

unilateral shift) is M, on R*( Kc). 

6.1 Carleson Measures On A Circular Domain 

The next theorem is the essential one in this chapter; it characterizes Carleson 

measures on circular domains. 

Theorem 6.1 Let G be a circular domain with boundary components Co, C1, ... 

C, where Co denotes the outer boundary. Let a; be the center of C; and let r; be the 

radius of the circle C; for each i = 0.1.2,...n. Let fo = — and f; = =i for each 

2 >0. Let s be Lebesgue measure on OG. A positive measure up on G is a Carleson 

measure if and only if wo f-' is a Carleson measure on the unit dise D for each 1. 

Proof. Suppose that yo f-' is a Carleson measure on D for each 7. Observe that 

there is a constant 6 > 0 such that G; = {2 : dis(z,C;) < 6} 1G is a ring domain 

for each 2. Let v = p|(U;G;) and v; = p|G;. We first want to show v is a Carleson 

measure on G. 

Fix 2 and let S be the collection of all subsets S in the complex plane C such 

that S can be mapped onto a Carleson square by the map f;. It is clear that there 

are finite many elements 5), .52,....5, in S such that G is covered by the union of 

51,53, ...5,. We want to show that there is a constant c; such that for ¢ € [1, co) 

a [td < ef | infids}'/*, 1» € Rat(G), 
G 3G 
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where s is arclength measure on 0G. Let B; = f;(S,). Then B; is a Carleson square 

in D for each j = 1,2,...4. We can chose 6 (in the definition of G;’s) so small that 

o¢ ~~ . é f(Gi) C {z:1> [2] >1-s}. 

Let 

é 
Ey = By {z:|2| > 1-35}. 

It is obvious that we can find a Jordon domain Fj; C D with smooth boundary so 

that 

£,-ODC F;. 

Let 7; be the measure that is defined to be the restriction of xo f7' to E; and to 

be zero on (Fj — E;). We claim that n; is a Carleson measure on F;; 1.e., there is a 

constant x; such that for t € [1, ><) 

tdn Vt <p. | tds. yi/t, EP, (fe Ipl'dnjy}i < 2,{ oF lp|'ds; } p 

where s; is arclength measure on OF; and P is the set of the polynomials. For the 

proof of the claim it is sufficient to show (Theorem 3.i) that 7; 0 a is a Carleson 

measure on D , where a is a conformal map of D onto F;. Let 

Cy =f{zare':l-~h<r<lig<t<to+h}. 

be a Carleson square. Since 

a(Ch) Cc FP; Cc OD,



it is not difficult to see that the smoothness of F, implies that a(C;,) must be 

contained in some Carleson square Ch, with Ay < 28;{O(aiC,)) A OD] (note, Ch, 

may be not contained in F;). From the definition of 74; and our hypothesis that 

uo f;' is a Carleson measure on D, we can view 7; as a Carleson measure on D 

(which contains F;). Thus, there exists a poistive constant 4 such that 
Jj 

nj3(Ch,) <Ahy for each Carleson square ("p,. 

It follows that 

ny 0 a(Ch) = n;(a(C)) 

S 13 (Ch, ) 

= mC, NE; 

< min{s;(OE; NOD), 2As,[0(a(C,)) NAD) } 

< s;[0(a(C,)) 0 OD] 

< 2Alja |looh. 

where @ is the derivative of a and |la’|| = sup,ep |a’(z)|. This implies that n; 0 a 

is a Carleson measure D and the claim is proved. 

Next we want to show that there exists y; > 0 such that 

mH) {fb 

Let a € F;. Let w; and § be the harmonic measures evaluated at a for F; and D 

   ‘ds; } Wg wtf. lp|'ds o fhe, peP. 

respectively. For p € P, we let |p|, be the harmonic extension of the restriction 

of |p|’ to OF; and we let ipl’, be the harmonic extension of ip|’ to 0D. Using the 
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maximum principle, we have for each p € P 

~~ 

ait. Vif/t aa yt 

Cf, Wile = Cf ipo” 
— I} . 

= Pl (@) 

— t 
< pl pla 

—~t 

= [p| dja} 17 
(f IPI p@ s 

— t f L/t Cf lel'da 

Since harmonic measure on a domain with smooth boundary is boundedly equivalent 

to arclength measure on the boundary, (*) follows. 

Since P is dense in R(F;;) for each 7, it follows that for each r € Rat(G) 

(f. lnli'dujsil! = { hc Ino folffdyeo fri y 

S Ef ro friday" 
P; 

< Nyx; | ro fotlfds; }/! — j i4 oF, | f; | jt 

S Syeuit Jno fz" |fds o friye 
G 

t ft = CG r|'ds Af inltds}" 

where x; is a positive constant for each 7 and c¢; = Uj;x;y; is a constant. Conse- 

quently, we have 

{f irltdvpl* < of f |ritas}'"* 
G ag 

for all r € Rat(G) and some c > 0. Hence v is a Carleson measure. 

Now let us go back to uw. First note that if a € G, then r(a) = frdo, for each 

r € Rat(G), where o, is the harmonic measure evaluated at a. It follows by Holder 

~]
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inequality that for t € [1, oc} 

Ir(a)p < WT lee (aa): r€ Rat(G). 

Now we note, since each |r| assume its maximum value on the closed set G— UG), 

that there is A, such that |r{A,)| = mar{jr(z)|: 2 € G-—U;G;}. It follows by a 

classical result that 

{ ir|idp ji" 
G—U;G, 

IA
 re )lu(G — UG) 

At| In|ido yt, IA
 

where A is some positive constant. Finally we note, since 

rl'd ves gf rl'd veg Iie Vt (fn aya tf ltd + tf iritdu} 

that the conclusion follows immediately. 

To see the proof of the other direction. assume that there exists ¢ > 0 such that 

for t € [1, 00) 

Fay" < ef f Jds}¥t, p € Rat(G). (f lrltdny sel f Inifaspl', re Retl@) 

We want to show that wo f>' is Carleson measure for each i. To do this. let us fix 

z and let p € P. It follows that 

/ |pl?djo fr? = / Ipo fil? du 
D G 

< |? de > cf. |p 0 fi d 

~ | Ip|'ds 0 fo". 
Of {G)



Let m be the normalized Lebesgue ineasure on QD. [Uf we define operator /: 

P?(m) > P?(ds o f7') by Ip) = p for each p € PF, then we deduce from the 

last inequality that J is a bounded operator. Thus. 

vl?duso sali [ in|*dm. J iPPdeof sellzi f ipl 

Now applying Carleson’s theorem [22. p. 157], we conclude that of’ is a Carleson 

measure on D. Since ? is arbitrary. it follows that y is a Carleson measure on G. 

Oo 

6.2 Carleson Measures On A Finitely Connected 

Domain 

Let G be a finitely connected domain such that every component of 0G has more 

than one point. A classical result says that there is a circular domain W such that 

W and G are conformally equivalent ([67, p. 424]). Let R(#) be a hypodirichlet 

algebra and let G be the interior of A’. It is well-know that there is a circular domain 

W such that if y maps W conformally onto G , then the boundary value function 

of vy is one-to-one almost everywhere with respect to the harmonic measure of W’. 

For the sake of convenience, we still use y to denote this boundary map. We also 

have 

/ fdo. = / fopduyy FEL o) 

and 

Js og 'de, = | 9deots g € Li(s)



where o, and w.,.) are the harmonic measures evaluated at 2 and y(z) respectively. 

The following theorem is the principal result of the section; it generalizes a 

theorem of L. Carleson (see [13] or [22] ). 
wy 

Theorem 6.2 Let G be a connected domain with harmonic measure ao. Suppose 

that G = int(G) and G is finitely connected. Let W be a circular domain and y be a 

conformal map of W onto G. Then a finite measure wp on G is a Carleson measure 

if and only wf wo y is a Carleson measure on W. 

Proof. Since G is finitely connected, it is well-known that A(G) is a hypodirichlet 

algebra. Assume that po y is a Carleson measure on W. Since W is a circular 

domain, it follows that Rat(W) is pointwise boundedly dense in H°°(W) (see [2]). 

It now follows by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that roy can be ap- 

proximated by functions in R'(o oy) for each r € Rat(W’). Using Theorem 5.1. we 

have for each r € R(G) 

riley = [lr 0 ell ze(uoe) 

< ¢llro vllze(aoe) 

= e|\r||Le(0). 

Hence p is a Carleson measure on G. 

For the proof in the other direction, suppose p is a Carleson measure on G. 

There is a constant c > 0 such that for t € [1, oo) 

| Ir|’duyll! < of | Ir|}do, or € Rat(G). 
Ga aG 

~
~
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Fix a function g in Rat(G). Again. using the fact that R(G) is a hypodirichlet 

algebra implies it is bounded!ly pointwise dense in H°°(G)}. We have by the Lebesgue 

dominated convergence theorem, that 

([. Jgidpogp! = (ff Igoe dup 

wripeqyi/t 
< e{ bg LO pp da 

_ tee ayiee 

ct ow lq TIS 

Since go 7 is boundedly equivalent to arclength on OW’. therefore we conclude poy 

is a Carleson measure on W, this proves the theorem. 

6.3. Similarity of Rationally Cyclic Subnormal 

Operators 

Throughout this section A’ will be a compact subset with the property that R(A’) 

is a hypodirichlet algebra. Let G be the interior of K and let 7 denote the harmonic 

measure of K (which is defined to be the harmonic measure of G, consult [17, p. 

322]). In addition we assume that G is connected. It follows, as we have noted 

earlier, that G is a finitely connected domain (see[1]). Let R?(K,o) be the closure 

of Rat(f’) in L?(c). Fora finite measure with compact support 4, we use the symbol 

R,, to represent the operator defined by R,(f) = zf for each f € R?(K. pz). 

Recall that a function f € R*(K.c) is said to be an outer function if the set 

{rf :r € Rat(K)} is dense in R?(K.o). A result in [1] says that if f € L'(o) and 

log | f| € L'(c), then there exists an outer function z € A?(A,c) such that |z|* = |f| 

a.e. [oa]. 

Lemma 6.1 Let y be a finite measure such that R, ~ R,. Let T be an invertible 
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operator from R*(K,y) to R?(Kh,o) such that TR, = Rjf. Let u = T(1) and 

a= p|OG. There exists an outer function x in R?(h.c) with |x? = = and there 

exists an invertible function h in the Banach algebra R?UK,a0) NM L*(o) such that 

hx =u. 

Proof. Since TR, = T,A, it is easy to see that 

(Tels Slur, STi. for all € Rat(Z. (6.1) 

Using Theorem 2.1 in [38, McCarthy], we see that yu] < o and log=# E L'(o); 

therefore. there exists an outer function x such that |x}? = aS Define a densely 

defined operator B on R?(K,o) via 

Bier) = ur 

for every r € R(G). Noting that for each r € R(G) 

lurli2 =f iP()P ao 
. ,da ITP fire ao 

ITIP \lrile, 

we conclude B is bounded on R*(A.c). Also observe that B commutes with 

R,. It now follows by a theorem of Yoshino ([{17} p.147) that there is h € 

R?(BK,o) A L®&(c) such that B = M,, where M,, is the multiplication operator 

induced by multiplication by the function h on R?(A,o). So hz = u. Clearly (6.1) 

implies that M, is bounded below; it follows then that A is invertible in L*(o). 

O 
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Now we present the main result of this section. 

Theorem 6.3 Suppose S is a subnormal operator. The following are equivalent: 

1)S~ Rg. 

2) S is rationally cyclic and if js is any measure such that S = R,, then the measure 

u is supported on G, the measure a = p|OG «Ko and the function log am E Lio). 

Furthermore, if c is an outer function in R?(K,o) so that |x|? = ae then |z|~*u|G 

is a Carleson measure. 

3) There is a Carleson measure tT on G such that S = Rox. 

Remark: This theorem is not a generalization of Theorem 5.1 for the following 

reasons (also, see the remark for Theorem 5.5): 

1) The definition of a Carleson measure on a multiply connected domain is not 

equivalent to that one on a simply connected domain, as we point out in the begining 

of this chapter. 

2) Even when the two definitions of a Carleson measure coincides on K°, the spaces 

P?(u) and R*(A. yu) are different and thus, the two R, operators are different, in 

general. 

Therefore, Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.2 are the generalizations of Clary’s result in 

two different directions. 

Proof. 1) => 2). Suppose that S ~ R,. Then S is rationally cyclic and there is a 

finite measure yu such that R, = 5S. So R, ~ R, also. Let a = p|OG and 2 = IG. 

Then p = a+ / and log(da/do) € L'(a). 

Let T be an invertible operator from R?(K, 2) to R?(K,o) so that TR, = RT. 

As in Lemma 5.7 we have that T7'(r) = 1/T(1)r =r ae. [yi]. 
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i. Now let x, A, and u be the functions as in Lemma 6.1. We now have T71(r) = r; 

hence, 

= h-= AT (r) ae. [yu], forall r € Rat(G). 

Using Lemma 6.1, we have 

II) 1-2 ace = Nol) 2) —2ater 

1 [loll lh 
= [hol (0) In 
S [Pll llrile 

I/\
 

for every r € Rat(G). From Theorem 2 in this section we see that y is a Carleson 

measure on G. 

2) => 3). Let a = o + {2|ulG. Apparently, the operator T defined from 

R?(K, pu) to R?(a) by T(a) = xa for each a € Rat(G) is an isometry. By hypothesis, 

|2|~*u|G is a Carleson measure. So this implies that that |j ||, and || 

  

  
q are equivalent 

norms. Since Rat(G)x is dense in R?(K,o), it follows that Rat(G)zx is dense in 

R?*(a). Thus, T is an isomorphism. Clearly TR, = RaT, and therefore R, = Ry. 

3) => 1). Suppose that there is a Carleson measure 7 such that S = A,4,. It 

sufficient to prove that A,4, ~ R,. By Theorem 6.2 there is c > 0 such that for 

each r € Rat(G) 

ri, <ellrll, forall re 

Define operator T from R?(K,o) to R?(K,o+7) via T(r) =r for each r € Rat(G). 
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Then 7 is bounded and invertible. Moreover TR, = R,.-T, and hence, R, is 

similar to Ro+-.



Chapter 7 

Boundary Values Of Analytic 

Functions In The Banach Space 

P'(c) On Crescents 

A simply connected domain 2 is called a crescent if it 1s enclosed by two Jordon 

curves, which intersect at a single point. We call this point the multiple boundary 

point. The theory of Banach spaces of analytic functions on crescents has been 

studied by a number of authors, but there still are many unanswered questions. 

Though a crescent has a nice and simple boundary topologically. it does not have 

many of the nice properties that a Jordon domain possesses. For example, ?, the 

set of polynomials, is not always dense in the Hardy space H'(Q) ( where t € [J, 00)) 

and this density property depends on the geometrical properties near the multiple 

boundary point (see, [4]). J. Akeroyd shows [4] that if 2 is bounded by two tangent 

circles, then P is always dense in H‘'(Q); however, this is not always the case for the 

corresponding Bergman space L’(Q) (see [10]). We say a crescent is A-type, if it is 

contained in D, it is enclosed by 0D, and another Jordon curve whose part near the 

multiple boundary point coincides with the sides of a triangle. It is not difficult to 

show the polynomials are not dense in H'(Q) if 2 is an A-type crescent. 
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Fix a crescent Q with harmonic measure o. For the sake of simplicity, we assume 

that QC Dand OD Cc AN. An elementary fact is: 

either abpeP'(o) = 2, or abpeP'tci = D; 

the former equality is equivalent P being dense in H'(Q} (see Theorem 2.1). In this 

chapter we tacitly assume that (for a fixed ¢ in [l,oc)}!) 

abpe P'(a) = D. 

We show (Theorem 7.2) that every function f € P'(a) has nontangential limits, at 

almost everywhere with respect to mon 0D. Moreover. 

f(a) = lim f(z) ae. [rm} on OD, 

where the limits are taken in nontangential sense. In other words, every f in P’(c) 

has a boundary value (function) on the circle. Now a natural question is raised: 

If f € P'(c) and f|0D is bounded, is f(z) bounded? 

In the classical Hardy space case it is well-known that if f € P*(m) and f(z) has 

a bounded boundary value, then f(s) itself is a bounded analytic function. The 

measure m actually is a harmonic measure for D; it would be very reasonable for 

us to expect the same is true for the functions in the space P*(o). Unfortunately, 

this is no longer the case in general. 

In Section 7.1 we present a counter-example. In fact. we construct a domain 2 
  

'By Corollary 3.2, the assumption implies that abpeP*(a) = D for all ¢ € [1,00). We do not 

need this fact here. 

o
F
 7 

t
e



(with harmonic measure a) and an unbounded function hk € Pic) such that h has 

a continuous boundary value on 0D. 

Can we have a positive answer to the question for some of these crescents 2 ? 

In Section 7.2, we give an affirmative answer if 9 is an A-type region. 

Lastly, let 4 be a finite positive measure with compact support in the plane and 

let S,, be the operator defined by S,,(f) = 2f for each f € P?{u!. As an application 

of the last result, we prove that if 7 is a positive measure carried by D and if 2 is an 

A-type crescent, then S,,, and 5’, are similar if and only if 7 is a Carleson measure 

on D. 

7.1 A Counter-Example 

The proof of the following lemma is elementary. 

Lemma 7.1 Leta and b be two positive numbers with b > a. Let Ga» denote the 

crescent enclosed by the circles {z : |z — (1 —+)j = +} and {= :1z-—(1 - ¢)| = $}. = a | 

Then 

    ~i(e- Se" Ee | 
fas = ty) a at ~( Qari) i * 

—t(e ba Je b-a/’z—l + i 

  
    

is a conformal map of Gay onto D. 

The next result is well-known and it can be proved by applying a famous theorem 

of F. and M. Riesz ([34, Koosis’s took, p.70}). 
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Lemma 7.2 With above notions. if let x = f 
C 
7 (0) and let s be arclength measure 

on OG, then 

loo 
du, = —|fi4| ds. 

27 

Let W; be the crescent enclosed by circles Co = 0D and Cy = {z: |z — 3| = 3}: 

let Wz be the crescent enclosed by Cy and C; = {z: lz — 4] = 4}; let W3 be the 

crescent enclosed by Cy and C3 = {z : |z — 2| = 4}; and let No be the crescent 

enclosed by OD and C3. 

Now if we connect z = 1 and z = 7 by a segment /, then / separates W2 into 

two parts. We use V to denote the part completely contained in the upper plane. 

Set 

JT =Woyn{z:Imz > 0} 

and set 

G is a crescent and we use w to denote its harmonic measure. Besides the point 

z = 1, OV has two other singular points (which are the intersection points of / with 

C; and C,), and 0G has four more singular points (which are the intersection points 

of 1 with Cy and Cy and the intersection points of the real axis with Cp and C3). 

For some technical reasons we, in addition, modify 0G and OV slightly at a small 

neighborhood of each of those ‘bad’ points so that G and V have smooth boundaries 

except at z= 1. With these notations, now we have: 
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Lemma 7.3 Let h; be the restriction of c+! to W,. J = 1,3, and let hy be the 
ez-T_y 

restriction of ==) toW. The function h; maps W; conformally onto D for each 
e=~T +1 

j =1,2,3. Moreover, ifs is arclength measure on OG and 7 is harmonic measure of 
im: 

. . ae . 

V, then w is boundedly equivalent to the measure (cop e E-IF  \s andr is boundedly 
limz| 

equivalent to the restriction of (aapre FP")s to OV. iz 

  

Proof. Using Lemma 7.1 with a@ = 1 and 6 = 3, we see hy = fi3 maps W, 

conformally onto D. Similarly, with a = 3 and 6 = 5 for Wy, we see fz5 = Ay. 

Setting a = 5 and 6 =7 for W; in Lemma 7.3 yields the desired result for f;.7 = A3. 

This proves the first part of the lemma. 

Now an easy computation gives that 

  

eri + | te J = ! ~— 1)\2 . 

hi = (=) = - for 5 = 1,3 
ez-i — | (ez-1 — 1)? 

and 

! ert —l, a “aT 

So we see that 

, ] _tjimsl. ; 

|h;|s and (aR k@-1P “\s are boundedly equivalent. 
~~ AY 

But w and o; are boundedly equivalent on W;, 7 = 1,3. so using Lemma 7.2, we 

conclude that 

] _ lime] ; 

w and (——~e FF js are boundedly equivalent. 

_ [ime| nr — . 

k-1? “\s to OV are boundedly equivalent. 
ym a 

Similarly, 7 and the restriction of (cre



Lemma 7.4 With above notations, abpeP'(w) =U! for ali t € [1, 00). 

Proof. First, we have (see the proof of Theorem 2.1) 

GC bpeP'(w). 

From Lemma 7.3 we see that 7 and w{/OV are boundedly equivalent; it follows that 

V C bpeP*(r) C bpeP'(wlOV) C bpeP'(w). 

Consequently, 

GUV C bpeP*(w). 

An appeal to Harnack’s inequality (see [5]), one can easily show that 

bpe P*(w) = abpeP*(w). 

Thus, 

GUV C abpeP*(w). 

Next we show that abpeP*(w) is connected. This is equivalent to show that 

P'(w) contains no non-trivial characteristic function (see [64]). Let A C 0G such 

that xa € P*(w). So there exists {p,} C P such that flya—pnl’dw - 0. Recall the 

Hardy space H*(G) consists of all analytic functions f such that |f|* has a harmonic 
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majorant on G. For f € H'(G}, the norm can be defined as |{ |] = u(a)?, where u is 

the least harmonic majorant of f. As a sequence in H'(G), our given sequence {p, } 

converges to a function, say x, in H'(G). Since \ = xa, it follows that 2* = z. 

Since G is connected, this implies that either z = 1 or x = 0. Hence, ya = 0 or 

Xa = 1. 

Let W = abpeP'(w). I W ¥ U. then W is a slit simply connected domain 

whose boundary is contained in the union of two Jordon curves. This implies that 

no conformal map from D onto W is almost one-to-one on OW with respect to m. 

On the other hand, according to Thomson’s theorem ([64], we have an isometrical 

isomorphism map from H”(W) to P*(w)NL°(w). Using Theorem 94 of [44, Miller- 

Olin-Thomson], we conclude that W must be nicely connected. So the proof is 

complete. 

ol
s 

Lemma 7.5 /[f g(z) = (<- 1) THe, then g € P'{w). 

Proof. We first show that g € L’(w). Let z = 2+iy. By Lemma 7.3 there is a 

constant c > 0 such that 

f — 1imet 

ole < ef joel ape as 

mins? ~y? i ] _ [Im=| r 

< ef {ils = D)iFe’ jiz2P af Tee b-1F " ds 

nice ay? —lyl 
< cfe jl—=| el-zP ds 

tor? ~y? 
wT 

< cfc li~=F ds,



2 2 
l—o" 

« op C—O . Y ° . 4 “4 

It is easy to verify that e !'!-s" is constant on each circle Cj. 7 = 1,2,3. S50 we 

conclude that g € L'(w). Now set 

2,(Z) = (Z — L)Fe' 4, 

We see g, belongs to the disc algebra 

A(U) = {f : fis analytic on U and is continuous on U'} 

and, hence, 

Gn € P*(w) for each n 

Moreover, since 

le-1 <|Jz-Q—--)}=|l-<-— for all z EG, 
n n 

we have 

4\2 i 
lL = |(2—1)*lle tn] R

 lgu( 

= |(e- 1h a 
2 FESS < |(e—Llfetta 

Apparently, g, — g pointwise. It follows by Lebesgue dominated convergence theo- 

rem that g € P*(w). 
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Theorem 7.1 There is a crescent Q with harmonic measure o and there is an 

unbounded function h € P'(o) such that 

abpeP'(o) = D and h|@D_ is continuous. 

Proof. Choose the region G and the function g as in Lemma 7.5. Let y be a 

conformal map of D onto U’, where U is the region as in Lemma 7.4. Since / is a 

Jordon domain, it follows from a theorem of Carathéodory that y can be extended 

to be a homeomorphism from D onto U ([67, p. 353]). For the sake of simplicity, we 

still denote this homeomorphism by ¢. Let Q = y7'(G) and let o be its harmonic 

measure. Now we claim: 

ylaQN € Pic) and yw! 0G € P*(w). 

The proofs for them are very similar and we only prove the first one. To show that 

ylaQ € P'(c), it suffices to prove that ylOQ € P@(c). Since y € P™®(m), there is 

a sequence of polynomials {p,,} such that it weak-star converges to p. That is, 

| (9 —pn)f dm—+0 foreach f € L'(m). 
a 

Since 2 Cc D, it is well-known fact that the measure c|OD is absolutely continuous 

with respect to m. It now follows that 

LW —pn)f da 30 foreach f € L'(c). 
3 
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Also, the weak-star convergence implies that {p,} is uniformly bounded on D and 

it pointwise converges to yg on D. Using the Bounced Convergence Theorem, we 

conclude 

| (¢ —pr)f do >0 foreach f{ € L'(o). 
3AQND 

Therefore, we have 

| (py —palf do +0 foreach f € L'{o). 
an 

That is, {p,} weak-star converges to y; and hence y € P™{c). The claim is proved. 

The restriction of y to 9 is a conformal map of 2 onto G. So coy! isa 

1 harmonic measure of G. Thus, ¢ 0 y7' is boundedly equivalent to w. Let g be the 

function as in Lemma 7.5. There is a sequence of polynomials {qn} such that 

. ty, 
Irn +g in P*(w). 

Let h = goy. We have 

t ~1 
| |h — Guo o| do = | 9-ml dcop) +0. an aG 

Since y € P*(o)N L™(c), and since P*(a) MN L*(c) is a Banach algebra, it follows 

that 

mop e P(a)\NL™{(a). 

Consequently,



Now we want to show that 

ubpeP'(a) = D. 

Let a be a conformal map of 9 onte D. In hght of Theorern 2.1. the fact abpe P*(a) = 

D is equivalent to the fact that a is not in P'(a). To prove the latter, we argue by 

contradicting; suppose there is a sequence of polynomials {p,,} such that 

/ lpn — al'do — 0. 

Note that 

| lacy !—p,op tl dlaog')= / la — p,' da — 0. 
ag IQ 

Also note that p, oy7! € P'(w) for each n. It follows that 

aop! € Pw). 

On the other hand, the restriction of ao y7! to G is also a conformal map of G onto 

D. Using Theorem 2.1 again. we conclude 

abpeP'(w) =G#U, 

a contradiction to Lemma 7.4. Hence abpe P‘(a) = D 

ff 

l-z Finally, one verifies that g(z) = (z — l)te??=" is continuous on OD and g is 

unbounded on G. Since y is a homeomorphism from D onto U. we see that h = gow 

is the desired function. The proof is complete. 
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7.2 On A-type Crescents 

The following theorem shows that f has boundary values on OD for each f € P'(o). 

Theorem 7.2 Let Q be a crescent and let o be its harmonic measure. If 

abpeP'(c) = D, then f has nontangential limits almost everywhere with respect 

tom on OD for every f € P'{r). Moreover. 

flo) = lim f(z) nontangentially a.e. [m] on OD. 

Remark The hypothesis abpe P‘(o) = D implies that Q is a crescent which has 0D 

as its outer boundary. Also note that we do not require 2) to be an A-type crescent 

(see the definition of A-type crescent at the beginning of this chapter). The theorem 

holds for all crescent 2 with abpeP'(c) = D. 

Proof. Suppose that f € P'(a). Choose p, € P such that 

J ip — f\'do +0 

Let yo be a conformal map of D onto 2 and let 3 denote the boundary value function 

on OD. Note 

[ Won of — fo gl'dm — 0.



Since p, 0 9 € P'(m) for each n, we get 

FoZe P(m). 

Now we claim: 

(fogl(z) = fodz) for ail z € D. 

Let L = 37'(00 — OD) (note, OD is a part of OQ). It follows that Lis an open 

arc on the unit circle OD (the proof uses Carathéodory’s theorem). Since f(z) is 

continuous at every point of OQ — OD, it follows that for every e* € L 

~ 

lim fo es) = f( lim y(s)) 
zoe te z—et* 

where all limits are taken nontangentially. On the other hand, if we take the non- 

tangential limit 

lim, fe G(z) = (F 0 G)(e*) = FFE) 

for almost every x € [—7, 7]. Consequently, the nontangential limit 

lim {fo ¢(z) -— foP(=)] =0 
zore Tt 

for almost every point e’ on the arc L. Applying Lusin-Privaloff’s theorem [67, 

p.320], we conclude 

~ 

foy(s)= fod(z) for =€ D. 
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The claim is proved. 

Now let J = @7'(OD) (again, OD is a part of the boundarv of 2). Again applying 

Carathéodory’s theorem {locally} we see J is an are on the unit circle. Since both 

OD and J are smooth, ¢7! preserves angles at almost everv point of OD. Therefore, 

for almost every 3 € 0D we have 

lim fw) = lim f(y(2)) 
w—2 z—o7!(8) . 

= lim fog(s) 
ce! (8) 

= hm fo@z) 
z—-"(B) 

= fo(z)(97'*(2)) 

= f(P) 

where all limits are nontangential. The proof is complete. 

The next lemma can be found in [4], a proof can also be given using Lemma 7.2 

(one may also consult page 236 in [5]). We state it here for reader’s convenience. 

Lemma 7.6 Let G be a Jordon domain such that OG is smooth except at one point 

a. Suppose that OG forms an angle a ata witha <x. Then harmonic measure for 

G and the measure (|z — als~!)s are boundedly equivalent. where s is arclength on 

OG. 

Lemma 7.7 Let 2) be an A-type crescent and let o be its harmonic measure. Then 

abpeP'{c) = D. 
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Proof. Let + be the Jordan curve such that yUOD = 0. Without loss of generality 

we may assume z = 1 is the multiple boundary point of 02. Since Q is an A-type 

domain, there exist two segments 4, C y and l, C y such that 4; and J, together 

form an angle at z = | (note. by definition a crescent is enclosed by two Jordon 

curves, so y has only a intersection point with OD). Clearly /; also forms an angle a; 

with the vertical line Re 2 = 1. for each 1 = 1.2. We may assume that a, <a, <7 

(a; > 0 by the definition of an A-type crescent). Using the above lemma we can 

find constants c > 0 and r > 0 such that 

do|OD > clz —1|" dm. 

+ 
{ This implies that log $2 € L'(m). Now a simple application of Szegd’s Theorem (25, 

p. 136] shows that abpeP'(a) = D. So the conclusion follows by the above measure 

inequality. 

The next theorem is a maximum principle type result for functions in P*(c) on 

A-type crescents. 

Theorem 7.3 Let Q be an A-type crescent with harmonic measure o. If f € P'(c) 

and f|OD € L®(c), then f € P'(a)NL™(o). 

Proof. Suppose that f € P'(o) and f|OD € L™(c). So there exists {pz} C P such 

that 

/ lpn — f|’do + 0 as n — 0. 

an



We may assume that z = | is the multiple boundary point. As in the proof of the 

previous lemma, there exist two coustants c > 0 and r > 0 such that 

do|OD > elz —1|" dm. 

Hence, 

| lp. — fl'lz — l]'dm — 0. 
Ow 

We express the last limit as 

/ {Dalz — 1)? — fo(z — L)tl'dm = 0, 
aD 

where fo = flOD. Set w= folz — 1)?, and note that 

u= fo(z—1)? € P'(m). 

Since (z — 1) is bounded, it follows from the hypothesis that 

ue L™(m)n P'(m) = P*®(m). 

Now if we let v = f?’, then 

One can directly check that, 

l pan 1 i . 
sup{ — ———|2 49) < o 
sup On I | 1— nit | a} 
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so (L)? € P'(m) (see [22]. or [28]). Obviously uw € P™(m), it now follows that 
l—z 

p=um(s—l)7€ P'(m): 

1.€., 

fo=vre P®(m). 

But fo € L*(m), so 

fo € L®(m) A P2#(m) = P?(m}. 

Now let fo the analytic extension of fg on D. We note fo € H*(D) and 

lim.) fold) = fo(A) nontangentially ae. [m] on OD. Combining this fact with 

the proceeding theorem, we obtain 

lim[f(z) — folz)] = 0 nontangentially a. e. [m} on OD. 

Using Lusin-Privaloff’s theorem [67, p. 320], we conclude 

f(z) = fo(z) for each z € D. 

Hence f is bounded on D. But f(z) = f(z) ae. [o] for = € QQND, thus. we obtain 

FEL (a)N P*(o). 

The proof is complete. 
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Application to Operator Theory 

A positive measure 7 on 1) is a Carleson measure if there is a constant c > 0 

such that for all t € [1, 00} 

  pl[ze-) Se |[pllze(m) for pe P. 

A theorem of Carleson [28. p. 238] shows that a measure 7 on the unit disc is a 

Carleson measure if and only if there exists a constant A > 0 such that 

u(C) < Ah 

for each Carleson square 

Ch={z=re":1l-her<ljto<t<tot+h}. 

Theorem 7.4 Let 2 be an A-type crescent and let o be harmonic measure of Q. If 

T is a finite positive measure on D, then S,,, and S, are similar if and only if r ts 

a Carleson measure on D. 

Proof. Suppose that S,4, and 5, are similar. Let A: P?(o +7) — P?(c) be an 

invertible operator such that 

AS;4g¢ = SZA. 

For every p € P, one verifies that



Moreover, if we let u = A(1) and v = A7!(1), then 

ATT pilose S lluplle S Al liplles (7.1) 

and 

—J
j 

Io
 

e
e
 

Al Helle < leplleer SATII plle- (7. 

Replacing p by 2"p in (7.1) and letting n — oo, we obtain (note, |=! < 1 on D) 

~~
] Ww 

~
~
 

lluplloo S Allilplleo for each pe P, (7. 

where op = o/OD. Now we claim: 

u € L(o9). 

In fact, (7.3) implies that the operator M,,, defined by 

M.(p) =up for each pe P, 

is a bounded linear operator on P*(a9). So we have 

J ju Paoo = [Pace 

< |My" / dao 

| Mull?"oo(0D) for each n> 1. t ti



Thus, 

/ a jo < o9(0D) for all n. 
  

Hence, 

ju(z)j) < |]M,|| ae. [oo] on GD, 

which proves the claim. By Theorem 7.3 we conclude 

jul < |[ Val] ae. [el]. 

Now we claim: 

“4 { - 
v=AVO)=— y= ae. lor. 

Let {p,} C P such that p, converges to A7'(1) in P?(o +7). By passing to a 

subsequence if necessary, we see that p, —~ A7'(1) ae. [o +7]. Now the continuity 

of A implies that 

up, +1 in P?(a). 

So there exists a subsequence {p,;} such that up,; converges to | a.e. [a]. Since 

D > abpeP?(o +7) D abpeP?(c) = D, 

it follows that p,; converges to 0, the analytic extension of v on D, uniformly on 

compact subsets of D. But v = dae. on D,souv=1 ae. [o +7]. Thusv=+ 
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a.e. [a +7]. The claim is proved. Now for p € P, we have 

ipl; S lhulvp)llo+e 

S| Mullloplle+ 

= | Mul|A ) ieee 

S WMA Mliplle 

It follows that r is a Carleson measure on D. 

Conversely, assume that 7 is a Carleson measure on D. There exists a constant 

c > 0 such that 

  

-<c|lpll, for each pe P. (7.4)   |p| 

Define an operator A: P*(a) + P?(o +7) via A(p) = p for each p € P. Then (7.4) 

implies that A is bounded. A is one-to-one and onto, so it follows by Open Mapping 

Theorem that A is invertible. Clearly, AS, = S,,,A. So 5S, and $,,, are similar. 
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Chapter 8 

On Arclength And Harmonic 

Measure 

Let G be a Dirichlet domain with a countable number boundary components. Let 

w be harmonic measure of G. We show in this chapter that if J is a rectifiable 

curve and & C OG J is a subset with w(f) > 0, then # has positive length. C. 

Bishop and P. Jones first prove this result for simply connected domains. We use 

their result to obtain ours. 

ff G is a Jordon domain with rectifiable boundary, F. and M. Riesz showed in 

1916 (see Sec. D, Chapter II in (34]) that harmonic measure and arc length measure 

are equivalent (1.e., mutually absolutely continuous). This is not true in general for 

domains with nonrectifiable boundary. There is a Jordon domain for which neither 

harmonic measure is absolutely continuous with respect to arclength nor arclength 

is absolutely continuous with respect to harmonic measure; see [35, 36, 39}. 

C. Bishop and P. Jones in [8] proved the following notable result. If we intersect 

a rectifiable curve with the boundary of a simply connected domain, then any subset 

of this intersection having positive harmonic measure must also have positive arc 

length measure. 

Prior to the work of Bishop and Jones, #ksendal [48] established the last result 
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for the case where the rectifiable curve is a straight line and Kaufman and Wu [33] 

extended the result to chord-arce curves. 

fa 
\ 
L 

Bishop and Jones remark in the beginning of {8} that their result is also valid 

for finitely connected domains and to some infinitely connected ones they dubbed 

fully accessible. We began by carrying out their homework assignment. In so doing, 

we have extended their theorem to all domains that have a countable number of 

boundary components. 

Throughout this chapter we use w to represent a harmonic measure of G without 

specifying its evaluating point and we refer it as the harmonic measure of G. 

Let G be a Dirichlet domain with harmonic measure w. An observation is that if 

A € OG is w-measurable, then the function. {4(z) = f, -. defined for each z € G, 

is a harmonic function in G and 

limsup ¥a(z)= ya ae lw, 
raw 

where z are taken from the inside of G; moreover, 

we(A\)=Xa(z) foreach zEG. 

Lemma 8.1 /fG is a simply connected domain whose boundary contains more than 

one point in the closed Riemann sphere C,, =C U {oo} and if h ts a conformal map 

of the unit disc D onto G, then h has nontangential limits almost everywhere with 

respect to Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. 

Proof. If G is a bounded domain, the result is well-known from classical Hardy 

space theory. Suppose G 1s not bounded. We first consider the case that oo is 

not in 0G; hence, oo € G. Let a be the pre-image of oc under A and D, be a 
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domain obtained by deleting a smali closed disc centered ai a from D. Note D, isa 

circular domain, therefore h|D,, has nontangential limits everywhere with respect to 

its harmonic measure. But harmonic measure for D, is equivalent to arclength on 

each component of the boundary of D,. Hence we conclude that A has nontangential 

limits almost everywhere. 

Now we cover the case that G is unbounded and co € UG. Pick a € C \dG; 

the function 1/(z — a@) maps G conformally onto a simply connected domain with 

bounded boundary. The prececling case shows that 1/(A — a) has nontangential 

limits almost everywhere on OD. The result is now transparent. 

A point a € OG is said to have a barrier if there is a positive harmonic function 

a defined on G which satisfies the following three conditions: 

1) a can be continuously extended to V, a neighborhood (in G), of a. 

2) a(@) =O and a(z) > 0ifs¢aforzeV. 

3) There is a positive constant .W such that 

lim supa(z) > M 
sb 

for all bE OG\ V. 

If f is a bounded function on OG, let f(A) = limsup._) f(z) and f(A) = 

liminf,., f(z). 

The prove of the following lemma is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 2 in 

[5, p.250}. 

Lemma 8.2 Suppose a € OG has a barrier. If f is a bounded function on OG, the 
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corresponding harmonic function u determined by Perron’s method satisfies 

f(a) < liminfu(z) < limsup u(z) < f(a). 
sod 

Corollary 8.1 If a connected domain has a barrier at each boundary point, then it 

is a Dirichlet domain. 

Lemma 8.3 Let G be a Dirichlet domain contained in a simply connected domain 

W. Suppose that g is a conformal map of W onto the unit disc D, then the image 

of G under g in D is also a Dirichlet region. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that g(G) has a barrier at each point on its boundary. 

Fix a € 0g(G). If a is on the unit circle, we can draw a line segment so that one 

of its end points is a but all other points in the segment are exterior to g(G). It is 

well-known that a has a barrier in this case. 

Now assume that a € D. For each z € OG, let a(z) = dist(z,g7'(a)}). Clearly a 

is continuous on OG. Since G@ is a Dirichlet region, a has a harmonic extension to 

G. 

It is easy to verify that the harmonic extension of « is clearly a barrier at, g7'(a). 

1 It follows immediately froin Lemma 8.1 and the definition of barrier that ho g7* is 

a barrier for a. Hence g(G) is a Dirichlet region. 

We need one more well-known classical result. For the sake of completeness, we 

also give its proof. 

Lemma 8.4 Let G be a Dirichlet domain. The harmonic measure of G, w, has no 

atoms. 
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AIG! ~) = —tL_ ach ~ © OG Ous g Proof. Let a € OG and h(z) = Fistizayri for each = € OG. Obviously A is a 

continuous function on OG. Recall our notation; if t € C(@G), then ¢ denotes the 

harmonic extension of ¢ to G that is continuous on G. Usage of the maximum 

principle for harmonic functions and Harnack’s theorem yield the following: 

i) O<Az) <lifz4a. 

1) {h”} is a monotone decreasing sequence of harmonic functions on G. 

ili) A(z) > X{a}(z) for each z € OG. 

iv) {h™} converges uniformly on compact subset of G. 

Let u(z) = limh"(z) for each z € G. Clearly u(z) < h*(z) on G for each n. Thus, 

for \ € 0G and A F a, we have lim,_.,u(z) < Tim;—.,h"(<z) = (A) for all n. Letting 

n — co, we infer from Lemma 7.2 that u is identically equal zero. Now, using the 

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we conclude 

w({a}) = [de 

= h(x) 30 

where x is the point at which w is evaluated. Since a is arbitrary, the lemma is 

proved. 

If & is a subset of a rectifiable curve, we use || to denote the length of E. Now 

we are ready to state our main theorem. 

Theorem 8.1 Let G be a Dirichlet domain with a countable number of boundary 

components. Let w be harmonic measure of G. If J is a rectifiable curve and 

E COGN J is a subset with positive harmonic measure in G, then |E| > 0. 
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Proof. Since w is a probability measure, it fellows that 0G has at most a count- 

able number of components that nave positive measure. This together with the 

hypothesis implies that there exists a cormponent / such that 

w(F AE) > 0. 

Let C . = C U {oo} denote the closed Riemann sphere. The component, W’, 

of C , \ F that contains G is simply connected since F is a component of 0G: 

moreover, OW = F. If W is contained in the plane C and wy is the harmonic 

measure for W, we can easily show that wo(F NE) > 0.. Using Bishop and Jone’s 

theorem, we are done. Thus, we assume that W is not a planer simply connected 

domain in the rest of the proof. We are going to find a planar simply connected 

domain such that the set EO F’ still has positive harmonic measure with respect to 

this new domain, then apply Bishop and Jones’s theorem to finish the proof. 

Lemma 7.4 implies that W has more than one boundary point. Appealing to 

the Riemann mapping theorem. there exists a conformal function g that maps W 

onto the unit open disc D. Let h denote the inverse function of g on D. By Lemma 

7.1, h has nontangential limits almost everywhere on the unit circle with respect to 

the Lebesgue measure m. Let fh be the boundary value function of h on OD. The 

function h is well-defined except on a subset of zero Lebesgue measure. 

The domain g(G) is a Dirichlet domain, a fact that follows from Lemma 7.3. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that w = w,, the harmonic measure of 

G evaluated at b, for some b € G. Let o be harmonic of g(G) evaluated at g(5) and 

let B= h7'(F ME). It is well-known, o is absolutely continuous with respect to 

Lebesgue measure on ODNOg(G). (This can easily be proved by using the definition 

~~ 

if of harmonic measure and the maximum principle for harmonic function.) Hence h 
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is well-defined on ODN 0g(G), except perhaps on a set with o-measure 0. We claim 

that 

w(h(L)) =o(L) — for all measurable subsets LC 09g(G)N OD. 

In fact, using our observation and the associated notations in the beginning, we 

have ¥;(6) = w(h(L)). Now the function ¥; 0 2 is harmonic in g(G); furthermore, 

we clearly have 

limsup {2 0h(z)=xz ae. [o] 
z--\ 

Applying the maximum principle for harmonic function, we conclude that ¥; oh = 

Xz in 9(G). Hence, 

w(h(L)) = X7(0) 

Therefore, we have 

Consequently, we conclude that m(B) > 0. 

It is obvious that there is a subarc of the unit circle so that its intersection 

with B has positive Lebesgue. Therefore, we may assume that B is contained in an 
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subarc { of the unit circle. Clearly we can construct a smooth Jordon are a which 

lies in D but its end points coincide with those of 7. Now the union of a and the 

arc { form a smooth Jordon curve. 

Let O be the domain enclosed by that Jordon curve. Obviously O is contained in 

D. Now the domain O is a simply connected domain with smooth Jordon boundary, 

so its harmonic measures and arclength measure are equivalent on its boundary. 

Note that the domain W may contains oc. By our construction of O, we can 

clearly require, in addition, that g(oo) € O and g(b) € O. Thus. if we denote A by 

the harmonic measure of O evaluated at @ and 7 by the harmonic measure of A(Q) 

evaluated at h(a), we have 

0< faa} dr, 
B f(B) 

where f is the boundary value of the function f = h|O. 

Finally, since h(Q) is a simply connected domain, it follows form Bishop and 

Jones’s theorem that |f(B)| > 0. Now the set f|O is contained in E, hence |E| > 0. 

The proof is complete. 
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